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FDA Proposes More Traceability
Records For Certain Cheeses
All Soft Ripened Or Semi-Soft Cheeses, Fresh
Soft Cheeses Included On Food Traceability List
Silver Spring, MD—The US Food
and Drug Administration (FDA)
this week published a proposed
rule that would establish additional traceability recordkeeping requirements for persons that
manufacture, process, pack, or
hold foods the agency has designated for inclusion on its “Food
Traceability List.”
FDA’s tentative list includes
cheeses, other than hard cheeses,
which includes all soft ripened or
semi-soft cheeses, and fresh soft
cheeses that are made with pasteurized or unpasteurized milk.
The proposed rule would require
these entities to establish and
maintain records containing information on critical tracking events
in the supply chain for these designated foods, such as shipping,
receiving, creating, and transforming the foods.
The proposed requirements are
intended to help FDA rapidly and
effectively identify recipients of
foods to prevent or mitigate foodborne illness outbreaks and address

Petition Asks FDA To
Revise GRAS, Food
Additives Rules To
Consider Cumulative
Effects Prior To OK
Washington—A coalition of
health, consumer and environmental organizations petitioned
the US Food and Drug Administration (FDA) this week to consider the cumulative effects of food
additives before approving the
additives.
The petition was submitted by
the American Academy of Pediatrics, American Public Health
Association, Consumer Federation
of America, Consumer Reports,
Environmental Defense Fund,
Breast Cancer Prevention Partners, Center for Food Safety, Clean
Label Project, Endocrine Society,
Environmental Health Strategy
• See Food Additives, p. 6

credible threats of serious adverse
health consequences or death
resulting from foods being adulterated or misbranded.
Written comments are being
accepted on the proposed rule until
Jan. 21, 2021. Comments may be
submitted electronically through
the federal e-rulemaking portal, at
www.regulations.gov. The docket
number is FDA-2014-N-0053.
FDA said it is issing this proposed rule in accordance with the
Food Safety Modernization Act
(FSMA). Section 204(d) of FSMA
requires that FDA establish recordkeeping requirements for facilities
that manufacture, process, pack, or
hold foods that the agency designates as high-risk to facilitate the
rapid and effective traceability of
such foods.
These recordkeeping requirements will be additional to the
food traceability requirements
under section 414 under the Food,
Drug & Cosmetic Act.
The proposed rule would require
persons who manufacture, pro-

cess, pack, or hold foods on the
Food Traceability List (including
foods that contain foods on the
list as ingredients) to keep certain
records describing their traceability operations and the listed foods
they handle to help FDA investigators understand their traceability procedures and records when
reviewing them during a foodborne illness outbreak or a routine
inspection.
These traceability program
records include a description of the
reference records (e.g., bills of lading, purchase orders) in which they
keep required tracing information,
a list of foods on the Food Traceability List they ship, a description
of how they assign traceability
lot codes, and other information
needed to understand their traceability programs.
The core components of the
proposed rule are the requirements
to establish and maintain records
containing key data elements
(KDEs) associated with different
critical tracking events (CTEs) in
a listed food’s supply chain, including the growing, receiving, trans• See Traceability Records, p. 14

Dairy, Ag Groups Urge US To Continue
WTO Membership, Pursue Reforms
Washington—A coalition of 62
dairy, food and farm organizations and companies this week
told the Trump administration
and key congressional leaders
that they support continued US
membership in the World Trade
Organization (WTO) and support “effective reform” of the
WTO to enhance the ability of
US agriculture to access foreign
markets.
The groups and companies
made their comments in a letter
to US Trade Representative Robert Lighthizer and the leaders of
the Senate Finance Committee,
House Ways and Means Committee, and House and Senate
Agriculture Committees.
The letter was signed by,
among others, the International Dairy Foods Association,
National Milk Producers Federa-

tion, US Dairy Export Council,
American Dairy Products Institute, BelGioioso Cheese, Sartori
Company, Edge Dairy Farmer
Cooperative, Foremost Farms
USA, Commercial Creamery,
International Ingredient Corporation, FMI-the Food Industry
Association, National Council
of Farmer Cooperatives, American Farm Bureau Federation,
National Association of State
Departments of Agriculture, and
The Hersey Company.
“There is no doubt that the
Uruguay Round, along with
many other rounds, provided a
more stable world trading environment for US agriculture,” the
letter noted.
“In the WTO’s first two
decades overall trade in goods
• See WTO Reforms, p. 4

USDA Extends
WIC Flexibilities
For Duration Of
Pandemic; Nutrition
Aid Advances
Washington—The US Department of Agriculture (USDA) on
Monday announced the extension
of more than a dozen flexibilities
ensuring that participants in the
Special Supplemental Nutrition
Program for Women, Infants and
Children (WIC) continue receiving the food and health support
they need during the coronavirus
pandemic.
Without Monday’s action, these
flexibilities would have expired
at the end of September, USDA
noted.
WIC provides supplemental
foods, including cheese, milk and
yogurt, as well as nutrition education, breastfeeding promotion and
support, and health care referrals to
low-income pregnant, postpartum,
and breastfeeding women, infants
and children under the age of five
who are determined by health professionals to be at nutritional risk.
USDA said its Food and Nutrition Service (FNS) has made
maximum use of existing program
flexibilities and the waiver authority provided by Congress to make
it as easy as possible for children
and families to participate in WIC
during the coronavirus health
emergency.
The WIC waivers being
extended allow for, among other
things, flexibility in food pack
age requirements, including dairy,
grains, vegetables, and infant
• See WIC Flexibilities, p. 7
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folks over a certain age will
remember the company’s old
slogan, “America spells cheese
K-R-A-F-T — it’s now paired with
a company that’s probably most
closely associated with ketchup.

A Tale Of Two Cheese Companies
Last week’s announcement that
France’s Lactalis Group plans to
acquire the natural cheese division
of Kraft Heinz has prompted some
thoughts on the past, present and
future of two of the world’s largest
and best-known cheese companies.
Just the name of one company,
Kraft Heinz, says a little bit about
where things stand today. Kraft
Heinz was formed back in 2015
when two longstanding food companies, Kraft Foods Group and the
H.J. Heinz Company, merged.
While Kraft has been a wellknown, and arguably the bestknown, brand in the cheese
business for over a century — folks
over a certain age will remember
the company’s old slogan, “America spells cheese K-R-A-F-T — it’s
now paired with a company that’s
probably most closely associated
with ketchup.
In fact, Kraft has been changing and evolving for many decades
now, and it’s safe to say the company has generally evolved into a
company that’s less dependent on
cheese. Yes, it’s made some strategic cheese-related acquisitions
over the years; back in 1986, for
example, Kraft acquired New Yorkbased Pollio Dairy, and the PollyO brand is now being acquired by
Lactalis.
But Kraft has also been diversifying both its name and its business for many years. Also back in
the 1980s, for example, tobacco
giant Philip Morris Companies
acquired both Kraft and General
Foods and combined them into a
new entity called Kraft General
Foods. General Foods at the time
owned a number of well-known
food brands, ranging from Oscar
Mayer to Cool Whip.
And now Lactalis is planning
to acquire several of what it calls
“iconic” cheese brands from Kraft,
and all the history that goes along
with those brands.
But Kraft is hardly going to
disappear from the cheese business when this deal is finalized.
Indeed, looking back at the initial

announcement of the Kraft-Heinz
merger, it was noted that the two
companies had eight $1-billionplus brands, including Philadelphia and Velveeta, both of which
will continue to be owned by Kraft
Heinz.
And these aren’t just the traditional blocks of Philadelpia Cream
Cheese and Velveeta. The Kraft
Heinz website lists 59 products
bearing the Philadelphia brand,
ranging from Philadelphia Pumpkin Spice Cream Cheese Spread to
Philadelphia Pretzels & Jalapeno
Cream Cheese Dip, and 71 products bearing the Velveeta brand,
ranging from Velveeta Queso
Blanco Cheese Slices to Velveeta
Classic American Skillets Nacho
Supreme Dinner Kit.
Suffice it to say that Kraft Heinz
will continue to buy and sell a
whole lot of milk solids in the
future, just not necessarily in the
same forms as it has in the past.
For its part, Lactalis also has a
lengthy history, but not as long as
Kraft and also much longer outside
the US than in the US.
Lactalis was founded in 1933 in
Laval, France, by Andre Besnier
(and was known as the Besnier
Company until changing its name
to Lactalis in 1999). The company
didn’t start operations in the US
until 1981, when it acquired a
cheese plant in Belmont, WI. In
1982, the company (then known
as Besnier USA in the US) went
national with its Tradition de Belmont brand of Brie and Camembert.
And the rest, as they say, is
history. Today, Lactalis owns a
portfolio of brands that includes
President, Galbani, Parmalat,
Stonyfield Organic, siggi’s, Karoun,
rondele and Black Diamond. The
company operates eight plants in
the US, including in Belmont, WI,
where it built a new plant in the
1990s to replace its original factory
there.
Similar to Kraft, Lactalis has
grown over the years both organically and via acquisitions. Pretty

much every brand mentioned by
Lactalis, with the exception of the
President brand, has been acquired
by Lactalis over the years. Just to
cite a couple of examples: Lactalis
acquired the Italian cheese brand
Galbani in 2006, and just a couple
of years ago acquired the Stonyfield brand.
Lactalis noted that, in the US,
the company purchases nearly 3.2
billion pounds of milk annually
from US dairy farmers. Following
its acquisition of the natural cheese
business of Kraft Heinz, it’s safe to
say Lactalis will be buying and selling even more US-produced milk
solids than is currently the case.
Another way to look at this
transaction is by examining how
it will impact Rabobank’s annual
listing of the Global Dairy Top
20 companies by turnover. In the
most recent listing, released just
last month, Lactalis ranked second, trailing only Nestle in 2020
dairy turnover.
Considering that the cheese
businesses being sold by Kraft
Heinz contributed approximately
$1.8 billion to the company’s net
sales for the 12 months ended June
27, 2020, it’s probably a good bet
that Lactalis will replace long-time
leader Nestle atop Rabobank’s listing in 2021.
Kraft Heinz, meanwhile, ranked
18th in the latest Rabobank report,
down from 14th in 2019. Less than
a decade ago, Kraft was in the top
10, but by 2021 the company will
likely no longer be in the top 20.
Finally, this transaction marks
yet another move by a major foreign company to increase its presence in the US cheese business.
From Lactalis and Arla Foods to
Saputo and Agropur, foreign companies with relatively short histories in the US are increasing their
presence in the US market both by
growing organically and by acquiring assets, brands and more.
In other words, there seems to
be a lot of international optimism
about the future of the US cheese
industry.
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Milk Production To Grow Across Top
Global Dairy Exporters, Impact Prices
Utrecht, Netherlands—Milk production growth across the big-7
global dairy exporters began in
the second quarter of 2020 and is
forecast to continue expanding in
2021, a feat not seen since 2018,
according to Rabobank’s recently
released “Global Dairy Quarterly
Q3 2020” report.
A 1.3 percent year-over-year
increase in milk production is
expected across the big-7 dairy
regions in 2020’s fourth quarter,
followed by a 1.0 percent rise in
the first half of 2021 and 0.8 percent increase in 2021’s second half.
Despite the disruptions the
coronavirus pandemic brought to
the global dairy markets, farmgate milk prices have been resilient, the report noted. Commodity
prices rallied in the second quarter,
largely on the back of government
support in the form of government
purchases, inventory management,
and fiscal stimulus for consumers.
The outlook for government
support is less certain in the fourth
quarter of 2020 and into 2021, elevating the risk of downward price
pressure, the report said.
Sequential improvements are
being observed in food service,
as more regions have come out of
lockdown while retail dairy sales
show early signs of deceleration,
the report continued. It will take
time for food service demand to
return to pre-pandemic levels,
even for countries that have been
well ahead of the curve. Lower traffic, from economically challenged
and health-cautious consumers, is
likely to impede a full recovery in
the food service channel.
With the forecast milk production growth over the next year,
and consumption that will take
time to recover, Rabobank expects
the global market fundamentals
to remain weak into the second
quarter of 2021, at which point the
level of exportable surplus retreats
in the second half of 2021 as
domestic consumption improves.
International dairy trade during the first half of 2020 was better than anticipated, up about 3
percent, according to the report.
In general, low commodity prices
and food security concerns spurred
purchases, overriding the lower
purchasing power from oil economies and currency devaluations,
particularly in April and May.
Trade volumes were stable from
May to June 2020 and up (13.7
percent) compared to June 2019.
However, the recent trade strength
may be at risk in the second half
of 2020, as government stimulus
packages abate, the impacts of a
global recession fully take hold,
and importers consider policies
that enhance domestic production.
Several countries in South East
Asia, which are significant dairy
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importers, continue to struggle
with new outbreaks (Indonesia
in particular). A significant share
of GDP and employment in the
region comes from tourism and
travel. As a result, the pandemic
remains a major obstacle.
Rabobank’s report listed six
things to watch in 2020’s fourth
quarter and 2021’s first quarter:
Shift in global trade: The US
dollar has retreated by 9 percent
versus the euro since June, placing
the US in a more favorable trade
situation compared to European
exporters. Perhaps more significant
was the devaluation of the Argentine peso, which contributed to
strong exports in the first half of

2020, but that’s unlikely to be the
case in the second half of 2020.
Recession and changing consumer patterns: Much of the
world will emerge from lockdown
into an economic recession. High
unemployment rates and slower
economic growth will put a damper
on dairy demand lasting into the
first half of 2021.
How the global dairy sector
embraces e-commerce: The pandemic has rejuvenated the dairy
category as consumers returned to
a trusted, nutritious product with
health and wellness in mind. It has
also accelerated some trends, such
as e-commerce, which provides
opportunties as well as challenges
for the dairy sector.
The China factors: Despite
stronger-than-expected recovery
in dairy consumption, stock lev-

els in China are higher than in
recent years. Whether Chinese
buyers stock up further or decide
to destock over the next year will
bring volatility to the market outlook. Meanwhile, China’s ongoing ambitious plan to build local
supply presents a downside risk to
import needs if materalized.
The US election: US elections
cast a shadow of uncertainty on
the US market; uncertainty in the
market poses dollar volatility and
challenges for exporters as well as
businesses with US dollar exposure.
Potential of a resurgence:
While Rabobank’s outlook is based
on the assumption that there will
be no major resurgence in cases of
coronavirus, the possibility can’t
be ruled out and this adds to the
broad uncertainty about the future.

For more information, visit www.tetrapakusa.com
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WTO Reforms
(Continued from p. 1)

has nearly quadrupled, while
WTO members’ import tariffs
have declined by an average of 15
percent,” the letter added. “Over
half of world trade is now tarifffree.”
The WTO affords US agricultural producers and exporters
most-favored nation (MFN) treatment in 163 countries, representing over 80 percent of the global
economy, the letter said.
“The WTO provides rules
to guard against arbitrary use of
technical regulations or standards
to block imports, such as actions
associated with sanitary and phytosanitary measures that lack a clear
basis in science and are protectionist in intent,” the letter added.
With over 20 percent of overall US agricultural production
destined for foreign markets, US
agriculture is “heavily dependent”
on exports, the letter noted. The
existing WTO rules and the dayto-day work of its committees and
secretariat to provide transparency and accountability from its
members “remains critical to future
export growth,” for US farmers and
ranchers, and the millions of US
jobs that are linked to and dependent upon US agriculture.
But while the WTO “has been
beneficial for US agriculture, its
rules have not kept pace with
changes in the global economy,
and improvement is needed to
hold members accountable and
improve the organizations’ governance,” the letter stated. “We
appreciate and support efforts to
provide needed reforms.”
WTO
D i r e c t o r- G e n e r a l
Roberto Azevedo stepped down
from his post on Aug. 31, 2020,
a year before the expiry of his
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mandate, and the WTO is in the
process of selecting his successor. Last Friday, WTO members
indicated that the five candidates
who should advance to the next
stage of the selection process are
Ngozi Okonjo-Iweala of Nigeria,
Yoo Myung-hee of South Korea,
Amina C. Mohamed of Kenya,
Mohammad Maziad Al-Tuwaijri
of Saudi Arabia and Liam Fox of
the United Kingdom.
The current transition in WTO
leadership “is strongly linked to
the success of WTO reform, and
the opportunity to reinvigorate its
negotiating function,” the coalition noted in its letter to Lighthizer and key House and Senate
leaders. Choosing a new director
general should be an “overriding
consideration” in the selection of
the next WTO director general.
The groups and companies signing the letter noted other essential
traits and leadership abilities critical to the evolution and success of
the WTO moving forward:
—Proactive leadership of the
WTO and advocate for rules-based
trading system;
—Vision for WTO reform and
resiliency in the future;
—Adept at navigating across
disparate member country positions and demonstrated ability to
build coalitions;
—Balance of political and management experience and acumen;
—Ability to explore creative
solutions and flexible thinking;
and
—An appreciation of the complexities of agriculture and food
trade structures and global supply
chains.
“Today’s economic adversity
in rural America underscores the
importance of constructive engagement in needed WTO reform,” the
letter stated. “The implementa-

tion of US supported agreements
through the WTO remains necessary to achieve progress on a wide
variety of international agricultural trade concerns.
“Continued US membership
and active participation will help
ensure that necessary reforms are
undertaken, and that the WTO
will continue to play an important
and effective role in economic
development of the United States
and our trading partners. As long
as exports are important to US
agriculture, WTO membership
will be essential as well,” the letter
concluded.
At a meeting of G20 trade
ministers, WTO Deputy DirectorGeneral Alan Wolff called for
“renewed engagement” by WTO
members to “ensure that the WTO
is fully ready to meet the challenges
of a changing global economy.”
Wolff urged WTO members to
conclude ongoing negotiations, to
advance the process of reform on
the basis of concrete proposals, and
to unwind pandemic-related trade
restrictions when they are no longer strictly necessary.
Wolff said that WTO members have an opportunity to work
with the next director-general to
ensure that the global trading system remains fit for purpose and is
to deliver fairness to all who participate in or are affected by global
commerce.
“The process of systemic reform,
called for by the G20 leaders and
trade ministers, should begin
in earnest with WTO members
deliberating concrete proposals,
restoring the WTO to its intended
place, where negotiations are successfully concluded, where disputes
are settled within a universally
accepted structure; actively served
by a strong, professional secretariat,” Wolff said.
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from our
archives
50 YEARS AGO

Sept. 25, 1970: Brodhead,
WI—Virgino “Gino” Boccotti,
76, passed away here this week.
Boccotti served as head cheese
maker at Goldenrod Creamery
Company. A native of Italy, he
also specialized in the manufacture of Italian type cheese.
Baraboo, WI—Money raised in
the proposed Milk Advertising
& Promotional Program will be
an “investment instead of an
expenditure,” said Wisconsin
Dairy Federation president Melvin Sprecher said here this week.
Over 85 percent of Wisconsinmade dairy products are consumed out-of-state, Specher said.

25 YEARS AGO

Sept. 22, 1995: Syracuse,
NY—Great Lakes Cheese of
New York, Adams, and Empire
Cheese Co., Cuba, took top honors here this week at the NYS
Fair’s 17th annual Dairy Day
Cheese & Butter Award ceremony. Great Lakes’ Lloyd Caird
took the top Cheddar award, and
Empire Cheese swept the Current Cheddar class.
Ottawa, Canada—Loblaws, in
cooperation with Dairy Farmers of Canada, unveiled the new
“World’s Biggest Cheese” here on
Parliament Hill. The Canadian
Cheddar weighs 57,518 pounds
and required some 540,000
pounds of milk to create.

10 YEARS AGO

Sept. 24, 2010: Harrisburg,
PA—US District Judge William Caldwell granted a motion
for a preliminary injunction that
temporarily stalls a new method
of calculating over-order premiums paid to Pennsylvania milk
producers. Plaintiffs argued that
the order violates the Commerce
Clause by discriminating against
milk from outside Pennsylvania.

For more information, visit www.drtechinc.com

Dallas, TX—Because approximately 72 percent of the dairy
industry’s greenhouse gas emissions occur by the time milk
reaches the farm gate, on-farm
practices provide the “most
significant opportunities” to
lower the dairy industry’s carbon footprint. In January 2009,
the Innovation Center for US
Dairy endorsed a volunary goal
to reduce greehnouse gas emissions of fluid milk by 25 percent
by 2020.
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No Violative Pesticide Residues In
Domestic, Imported Dairy Samples: FDA
Silver Spring, MD—The levels of
pesticide chemical residues measured by the US Food and Drug
Administration (FDA) in the
US food supply are generally in
compliance with pesticide tolerances established by the US Environmental Protection Agency,
according to FDA’s annual Pesticide
Residue Monitoring Program Fiscal
Year 2018 Pesticide Report, which
was released earlier this month.
In fiscal year 2018 (Oct. 1, 2017
through Sept. 30, 2018), FDA analyzed 4,404 human food samples
(1,448 domestic and 2,956 import
samples) in its regulatory monitoring program.
The agency collected domestic human food samples from 47
states and Puerto Rico and import
human food samples from 91 countries.
FDA found that 96.8 percent
of domestic and 87.1 percent of
import human foods were compliant with federal standards.
No pesticide chemical residues
were found in 47.1 percent of the
domestic and 47.2 percent of the
import samples.
In the milk/dairy products/eggs
commodity group, 93.2 percent of
the 177 domestic samples analyzed
contained no pesticide residues
and none were violative.
For the import milk/dairy products/eggs commodity group, no
residues were found in 10 (90.9
percent) of the 11 samples and
none had violative residues.
In fiscal 2018, FDA conducted
pesticide analyses for the field
assignment “Domestically Produced Animal-Derived Foods” for
which selected animal-derived
foods were analyzed for pesticides
and other chemical contaminants.
FDA collected and analyzed 215
samples, consisting of 99 domestic
milk, 69 shell eggs, 36 honey, and
11 game meat samples.
No violative pesticide residues
were found in any of the animalderived food commodities, including the 99 milk samples analyzed.
Also in fiscal 2018, FDA analyzed 492 animal food samples
(264 domestic and 228 import
samples) for pesticides. No residues
were found in 105 (39.8 percent)
of the 264 domestic samples, and
10 samples (3.8 percent) were violative. Of the 228 import samples,
114 (50.0 percent) contained no
residues and eight samples (3.5
percent) were violative.
Commodities commonly used to
feed livestock that produce food
for human consumption comprised 84.3 percent of the samples
analyzed, i.e., whole and ground
grains/seeds, mixed livestock food
rations, medicated livestock food
rations, plant byproducts, and hayand silage.
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Of these 415 samples, 14 violations (2.8 percent) were found.
Three federal government agencies share responsibility for the
regulation and oversight of pesticide chemical residues in or on
food. The Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) registers (i.e.,
approves) the use of pesticides
and establishes tolerances for pesticide chemical residues in or on
food resulting from the use of the
pesticides. Tolerances are the EPAestablished maximum residue levels (MRLs) of a specific pesticide
chemical that is permitted in or on
a human or animal food in the US.
EPA also provides a US preventive controls program by licensing

pesticide applicators, conducting pesticide use inspections, and
establishing and enforcing pesticide labeling provisions.
FDA enforces tolerances in both
import and domestic foods shipped
in interstate commerce, except for
meat, poultry, Siluriformes fish,
including catfish, and certain egg
products for which the Food Safety
and Inspection Service (FSIS) of
the US Department of Agriculture
(USDA) is responsible.
FDA samples individual lots
of domestically produced and
imported foods and analyzes them
to determine whether they contain
pesticide chemical residues that
are “unsafe” within the meaning of
the Federal Food, Drug, and Cosmetic Act. This activity is carried
out pursuant to the enforcement
of tolerances established by EPA

and includes the monitoring of
food for residues of cancelled pesticides used in the past that persist
in the environment, which may be
addressed by FDA action levels.
Domestic samples of foods produced and held for sale are typically collected close to the point
of production in the distribution
system, e.g., at growers and distributors. Import samples are collected
when products are offered for entry
into US commerce.
FDA also monitors pesticide
chemical residue levels in commodities representative of the US
diet by carrying out market basket
surveys under the Total Diet Study
(TDS). The TDS monitors the
US population’s average annual
dietary intake of more than 800
chemical contaminants and of certain nutrients.
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Food Additives
(Continued from p. 1)

Center, Environmental Working
Group, and Healthy Babies Bright
Futures.
By enacting the Food Additives
Amendment of 1958, Congress
recognized the “critical connection” between disease and chemicals in the diet when it directed
FDA to consider the cumulative
effect of such additives in the diet,
the petition noted.
The FDA and food manufacturers “have not taken into account
the many chemicals we consume
in our daily diet that are similar in structure or affect similar
function(s) of organs in the body
when making safety determinations for new additives,” despite
the congressional mandate and
FDA’s own regulations, the petition stated.
Specifically, the groups submitting the petitions found that:
 Only one of almost 900 safety
determinations conducted by food
manufacturers and submitted to
FDA for review as generally recognized as safe (GRAS) notifications
for human food considered the
requirement in a meaningful way.
 FDA’s guidance for industry
fails to explain how food manufacturers should conduct the nec-

essary evaluation of cumulative
effects.
 FDA, to a limited extent,
recently recognized the need to
look beyond individual chemicals
when it prohibited long-chain perfluorinated alkyl substances and
industrially produced trans fatty
acids as classes of substances in the
diet.
However, those actions focused
on a narrow set of chemically
related substances. In these two
cases and every other situation
evaluated, FDA ignored pharmacologically-related substances that
were not also chemically related.
Given the growth of highly processed food in the American diet,
this failure may have contributed
to the “dramatic increases” in a
variety of chronic diseases, such as
obesity, diabetes, and kidney disease, the petition stated.
The petition outlines the necessary steps for FDA to take to ensure
that the cumulative effect of a new
substance and related substances
already in the diet has been adequately evaluated before the new
additive is allowed in food.
Petitioners are asking that the
agency update its rules, issue guidance to industry to explain what is
needed to conduct a safety determination which includes accounting for cumulative effects, and

MORE THAN
EQUIPMENT.
A Complete Process Solution.
R E LC O ® E VA PO RAT I O N

revise its forms for industry to submit notices and petitions.
“FDA is falling short of its mandate to protect consumers so long as
it disregards the cumulative effect
of food chemicals,” said Thomas
Gremillion, director of food policy
for Consumer Federation of America. “The actions called for by this
petition are long overdue.”
“Most people are unknowingly
exposed to numerous chemicals
in food that may have serious
adverse effects on their health,”
said Michael Hansen, senior scientist for Consumer Reports. “Before
approving any new chemical in
food, the FDA needs to thoroughly
evaluate whether it poses a threat
to public health when combined
with other related substances
already allowed in food.”
“For more than 60 years the
FDA has brazenly ignored its legal
obligations and best scientific
practices,” said Melanie Benesh,
Environmental Working Group
legislative attorney. “We’re exposed
to multiple chemicals through our
food — many of which have been
linked to serious health problems
like cancer, yet the agency insists
on collecting data one chemical at
a time. It’s appalling that the FDA
continues to neglect the cumulative effects of exposure to these
chemicals as rates of cardiovascular
disease, diabetes, obesity, and other
serious health issues continue to
rise among Americans,” Benesh
added.
Pediatricians have been urging
FDA to make “urgently needed
improvements to the food additive regulatory process. Children
are uniquely vulnerable to chemical exposures because they eat
and drink more, relative to body
weight, than adults do,” said Sara
“Sally” Goza, president of the
American Academy of Pediatrics.

Chr. Hansen Offers
New Microbial
Lipase That Improves
Cheese Taste With
Dosage Precision
Chr. Hansen is now offering a new
enzyme formulation that the company said can help cheese makers
cater to the consumer demand for
exciting taste experiences.
SpiceIT® MPlus microbial
lipase is designed to develop less
soapy and bitter notes compared
to other microbial lipases and will
be available globally to ensure that
cheese makers can achieve the flavor profile they require, Chr. Hansen said. SpiceIT MPlus ensures
dosage precision due to its lower
enzyme strength and comes in a
500-gram pack size to preserve
enzyme quality and activity.
“Most microbial lipases are produced at high concentration and in
larger pack sizes,” said Dana Wolle,
senior scientist, global cheese
applications, Chr. Hansen. “This
means that a very small amount
of lipase is utilized for every vat
produced, and small deviations in
the dosage can create large flavor
variations in the final cheese. In
addition, because a small amount
of lipase is utilized per vat, it can
take an extended period of time to
use up all the product in a single
package.”
Further, the thermal stability
profile of SpiceIT MPlus is “similar to animal products, meaning
that replacing an animal lipase
with SpiceIT MPlus is less complex in situations where significant heat treatment is part of the
cheese production process,” Wolle
continued.
For more information, visit
www.chr-hansen.com.
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Researchers Develop
Method To Perform
3D Printing Of Milk
Powders While
Keeping Nutrients
Singapore—Researchers from the
Singapore University of Technology and Design (SUTD) have
developed a method to perform
direct ink writing (DIW) 3D printing of milk-based products at room
temperature, while maintaining
their temperature-sensitive nutrients.
3D printing of food has been
achieved by different printing
methods, including the widely used
selective laser sintering (SLS) and
hot-melt extrusion methods, the
researchers explained. However,
these methods are not always compatible with temperature-sensitive
nutrients found in certain types of
food.
For example, milk is rich in
both calcium and protein, but as
these nutrients are temperature
sensitive, milk is unsuitable for 3D
printing using printing methods
which require high temperature,
according to the researchers.
And while cold-extrusion is a
viable alternative, it often requires
rheology modifiers or additives to
stabilize printed structures, the
researchers said. Optimizing these
additives is a complex and judicious task.
To tackle these limitations, the
research team from SUTD’s Soft
Fluidics Lab changed the rheological properties of the printing ink
and demonstrated DIW 3D printing of milk by cold-extrusion with
a single milk product: powdered
milk.
The research team found that
concentration of milk powder
allowed for the simple formulation
of 3D-printable milk inks using
water to control the rheology.
Extensive characterizations of the
formulated milk ink were also conducted to analyze their rheological properties and ensure optimal
printability.
“This novel yet simple method
can be used in formulating various
nutritious foods including those
served to patients in hospitals for
their special dietary needs,” commented Lee Cheng Pau, the lead
author and Ph.D. candidate from
SUTD.
“Cold-extrusion does not compromise heat-sensitive nutrients
and yet offers vast potential in
3D printing of aesthetically pleasing, nutritionally controlled foods
customized for individual requirements,” added Assistant Prof.
Michinao Hashimoto, the principal investigator of the study.
The research was published by
RSC Advances. Rahul Karyappa, a
research fellow at SUTD, also participated in this research project.
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WIC Flexibilities
(Continued from p. 1)

foods. USDA has granted waivers
to almost every state and numerous
Indian Tribal Organizations allowing them to substitute milk of any
available fat content if prescribed
varieties are not available.
The WIC waivers being
extended also allow for: participants to be approved for WIC
without being physically present
in a local office; remote issuance
of benefits to any participant; and
additional options for pick-up of
food packages.
Meanwhile, the US House
passed a continuing resolution
to extend government funding
through Dec. 11, and avoid a shutdown at the end of the month.
The Senate is expected to take up
the legislation early next week.

The legislation adds nearly $8
billion in nutrition assistance.
According to US Rep. Marcia L.
Fudge (D-OH), who chairs the
House Agriculture subcommittee on nutrition, the bill extends
USDA’s authority to extend emergency school meal waivers through
the remainder of the 2020-21
school year, and also includes her
Emergency SNAP Flexibilities
Extension Act to give states additional flexibility to process surges
in SNAP applications.
The continuing resolution
includes funding for USDA to help
farmers and ranchers. It also provides a full replenishment of the
Commodity Credit Corporation
(CCC).
Last week, 42 agriculture organizations asked Congress to ensure
that USDA has the tools necessary
to help farmers in times of crisis.

The group sent a letter to House
and Senate leadership requesting
they immediately provide replenishment for the Commodity Credit
Corporation through the continuing resolution.
“For decades, CCC has been
regularly replenished to fund programs integral to the farm safety
net that Congress has worked
tirelessly to craft,” noted the letter, which was signed by, among
others, National Milk Producers
Federation, American Dairy Coalition, American Farm Bureau Federation, National Farmers Union,
and National Council of Farmer
Cooperatives.
Producers count on programs
like Dairy Margin Coverage, Agriculture Risk Coverage, Price Loss
Coverage, conservation programs
and others “as they provide food,
fuel and fiber for our nation.

For more information, visit www.loosmachine.com
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Tillamook Dedicates
10% Of September
Sales To American
Farmland Trust
Tillamook, OR—Recognizing tremendous financial hardship due to
the pandemic, Tillamook County
Creamery Association (TCCA)
will donate 10 percent of September sales – up to $1.6 million
– from Tillamook products to support the US farming industry.
TCCA has teamed up with
American Farmland Trust (AFT)
to provide financial relief directly
to farmers, and support sound
farming practices.
AFT is a not-for-profit organization with a mission to protect
farmland, promote sound farming
practices and keep farmers on the

land. About half of the Tillamook
“All For Farmers” Grants will go to
preserve land on at-risk farms. The
remainder of the funds will be used
to award grants directly to help
farmers access land that is ready
for farming, improve land security, enhance farm viability, and/or
adopt new farming practices.
“An average 2,000 acres of rich
farmland is being lost each day to
commercial development,” said
Beth C. Sauerhaft, vice president,
programs, American Farmland
Trust. “An important step in supporting farmers and preserving the
farming way of life in America is to
protect the land itself. The financial
commitment from TCCA will help
to do just that and so much more.”
“At Tillamook, our purpose is to
nourish lives in a growing world,
and we want to support all farm-

ers who share that mission,” said
TCCA president and CEO Patrick
Criteser.
When the pandemic forced
restaurants, hotels and schools to
close, the rigid multi-stage food
supply chain made it difficult for
farmers to pivot and get their products directly to people, Criteser
said. The US government is providing billions of dollars to farmers
this year to help those financially
hurt by the coronavirus, but more
has to be done and more have to
step up to fight for the future of
farming.
Actor, producer, director and
activist Eva Longoria has also
joined the effort.
“I am thrilled to join forces with
Tillamook and American Farmland Trust to support this new initiative,” Longoria said.
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More Than 1 Billion
School Meals Not
Served During
Pandemic: Study
New York—More than 1.15
million breakfasts and lunches
for US students who receive free
and reduced-price meals were not
served in schools as a result of
school closures during the period
between March 9 and May 1,
2020, according to a study led by a
researcher at Columbia University
Mailman School of Public Health.
By the week of March 23, all
states had mandated statewide
school closures as a result of the
coronavirus pandemic, and the
number of weekly missed breakfasts and lunches served at schools
reached a peak of approximately
169.6 million (this weekly estimate
remained steady through the final
week of April), the study found.
In Maryland, which the
researchers studied in depth, every
day schools were closed, 493,917
free or reduced-price meals were
not served in schools (the equivalent of 2,469,585 meals per week).
While Maryland estimates that by
the week of April 20, they were
distributing 1 million replacement
meals to students weekly, this still
represents a roughly 1.5 million
meal weekly shortfall.
Similarly major cities such as
New York City, Philadelphia and
San Francisco provided far fewer
meals than they would have otherwise, the researchers noted.
These shortfalls came despite
significant efforts at all levels.
The US Department of Agriculture (USDA) issued waivers that
allowed states and localities to find
new ways to provide meals to students who needed them. Due to
increased community need, some
districts offered grab-and-go meals
in outdoor locations and expanded
meal distribution to seven days per
week. Home delivery has been
another common approach, especially in rural districts.
Some districts provided up
to one week of meals at once to
reduce staff exposure and improve
convenience for parents and students. Even so, concerns about
viral exposure remain, as staff, students or families gather to prepare,
distribute, or pick up meals, the
researchers said.
“Children across the country are
missing out on the critical school
meals they relied on when schools
were in session,” the study’s authors
noted. “Despite the heroic efforts
of school nutrition professionals,
generous private sector donations,
and increased program flexibility,
it is unlikely that school districts
will be able to replace, through
emergency meal distribution programs, all meals that were previously being provided in school.”
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Pennsylvania Milk Marketing Board
Keeps Over-Order Premium At $1.00
Harrisburg, PA—The Pennsylvania Milk Marketing Board
(PMMB) this week decided to
keep the state’s Class I over-order
premium at $1.00 per hundredweight from Oct. 1, 2020, through
Mar. 31, 2021.
The over-order premium, which
applies only to Class I milk produced, processed and sold in
Pennsylvania, has been $1.00 per
hundredweight since Apr. 1, 2019.
In May and June of this year, the
Class I milk price in Pennsylvania
included not only the over-order
premium but also a market relief
surcharge to help dairy producers
deal with effects of the coronavirus pandemic on the state’s dairy
industry.
At a hearing earlier this month,
Bryan Stocks testified on behalf
of the Pennsylvania Association
of Dairy Cooperatives (PADC) in
support of setting the over-order
premium at $1.00 per hundred for
the next six months.
Stocks testified that there has
been a lot of uncertainty in the
milk market throughout the year
and that the uncertainty will continue through the end of 2020.
There are unknowns as to if and
how schools will reopen, leading
to uncertainty in dairy demand for

school milk. He also testified that
Northeast dairy processors are continuing to experience declines in
fluid milk sales.
Amanda Rife, eastern regional
member relations manager for
PADC member Land O’Lakes, also
recommended that the over-order
premium be set at $1.00 cwt for
the next six months.
Rife testified that, given the
uncertainty of the future in the
dairy industry, now is not the time
to either increase or decrease the
over-order premium. The most
uncontrollable and unknown variable for the second half of 2020 is
the pandemic’s impact.
Milk marketers have had to
implement base or quota systems
to deal with indeterminable pandemic impacts, Rife testified. Prior
to the pandemic, the base system
had generally been used to manage
over-production during the spring
flush, but now the base system is
being used as a tool during abnormal times of the year to help milk
supplies meet the unknown pandemic market demands.
No one can predict the longterm implications of these programs and how they might impact
Pennsylvania’s dairy industry going
forward, Rife noted.

Wayne Brubaker testified on
behalf of Pennsylvania Farm
Bureau as an expert in farm business analysis and producer cost of
production. He recommended that
the over-order premium remain at
$1.00 per hundred for six months.
David Graybill also testified
on behalf of Pennsylvania Farm
Bureau, and recommended that
the over-order premium be set at
$1.00 per hundred for six months.
Graybill testified that the price
he received for milk last year was
$2.28 per hundred higher than
what he received in 2018, and that
he, like many farmers, was hoping
2020 would be the year that the
dairy industry would see recovery.
Graybill testified that over the
last few months dairy farmers have
been asked to dump milk and
reduce production, and have been
forced to make difficult decisions
in a very uncertain situation.
Graybill also testified that as
dairy markets started to recover
and prices started to increase, negative producer price differentials
offset potential increases and led to
large deductions on milk checks.
He also testified that the last few
years were difficult but 2020 has
brought challenge after challenge
compressed into a relatively small
period of time. The over-order premium can and does provide assistance for those producers whose
milk qualifies for the premium.

Create a piquant
and unique flavor
Cater to the demand for
outstanding taste experiences
with SpiceIT® MPlus microbial
lipase
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Arden Tewksbury testified on
behalf of Progressive Agriculture
Organization and the dairy subcommittee of the National Family
Farm Coalition. He recommended
that the over-order premium be
increased to $1.25 per hundred.
Tewksbury testified that Readington Farms in New Jersey
increased its premium to $1.25
per hundred and that, in order to
maintain some equity in Pennsylvania’s premium structure, the
over-order premium should also be
set at $1.25 per hundred.
The PMMB found that the overorder premium should be set at
$1.00 per hundred for the next six
months. In so finding, the Board
said it was relying on the credible
and persuasive testimony of Stocks,
Rife, Brubaker and Graybill.
Their testimony touched on
several issues that support a $1.00
per hundredweight over-order premium, the Board said. Among those
issues are school milk demand, the
continued fluid milk sales decline
in the Northeast, lower price forecasts, and general uncertainty
caused by the pandemic.
The Board also agreed with Rife
that maintaining the over-order
premium at $1.00 per hundredweight is important to provide
stability and consistency in light
of the issues and uncertainty currently facing the Pennsylvania
dairy industry.
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Nasonville Modernizing Operations To
Take Its Unique Feta Products To Retail
Marshfield, WI—To balance production, Nasonville Dairy is targeting the retail market by expanding
its Feta line and introducing new
products that are unique to that
cheese category.
Nasonville Dairy started heading toward retail offerings a few
years ago, but really noticed the
importance when the coronavirus
hit and nearly shut down the foodservice industry.
“We found out that we were too
heavy in foodservice the hard way.
Our white tablecloth business shut
down almost immediately,” said
Ken Heiman, who with his brothers, Kim and Kelvin, owned the
three-generation cheesemaking
operation.
We always knew we were going
to get into retail, Heiman said. We
always wanted to have proper balance between foodservice, retail
and industrial production.
“We simply have been too
focused on the foodservice channel. When that business shut
down, we were stuck for a while,”
Heiman said. “Our Cheddar cheese
sales were still going gangbusters,
but when it came to Feta or other
specialty products, we had a large
reduction of sales.”
Heiman says the retail business
is very difficult and the current situation doesn’t lend to easier times.
“Retail is tough,” Heiman said.
“I can see why we didn’t go there
before. It requires people who live
in that world. We now have three
experienced people doing what I
was trying to do besides my regular duties around here. We realized that a sales department was
a requirement rather than an
expense,” he said.
He said it has been hard to
decide where the company should
be at this moment, and when to
introduce new products into the
marketplace.
“Right now no one wants to
take on anything new. It’s a dif-

ficult time. You have to be different. Same-old, same-old just won’t
cut it.”
Currently, Nasonville offers
retail operations crumbled, diced
and cubed Feta under their new
Cafe Olympia brand in, Heiman
admits, “kind of what every one
else does” styles.
To differentiate Nasonville’s
Feta, Heiman said the company
will be introducing new products
in 2021 that are unique from what
their competitors are doing.
“We think we can do things a little different. We’ve come up with a
different breed of cat. We are doing
the same stuff as our competitors,
and that’s just fighting for place on
a shelf. But we do have some new
ideas for products that are far superior and convenient.”
While he said it was a little too
early to talk about some of the new
products, Heiman did talk about
a new product that is being used
heavily in China.
“Snow Feta is seeing great
results over in China. It’s more like
a powdered Feta that is sprinkled,
replacing traditionally Parmesan
toppings and on pizzas.”
Cheese Production
Nasonville processes about 1.5 million pounds of milk per day from
186 patrons near its Marshfield,
WI, facility.
The company produces about 46
million pounds of cheese a year; 60
percent of it is made into Cheddar.
“We exist in the Cheddar market because it’s a large volume that
can be used and it comes in very
handy when you have to put it in
storage,” said Ken Heiman. “It balances our production.”
Kim Heiman said competing in
the Cheddar market is no easy task.
“If we are on the same road as
the large plants out west or the
new Michigan plant, we’ll be road
kill,” he remarked.
He said being small, working

Brothers Ken Heiman (left) and Kim Heiman are two of the three owners at Nasonville Dairy. The
company is known for their many different varieties and flavors of cheese. Upgrades and expansion of the company’s Feta operations balances the company’s offerings that now include retail.

off tables, and working in distinct
profiles allows the company to be
leaner and quicker.
“They have the most modern
plants in the world, but they can’t
switch into making a number of
different products like we can,
they can make Cheddar or they
can make Mozzarella, but that’s all
they can do.”
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struggle to get back the flavor profile we had when we began making
1,000 pounds of milk in a bascine
each time.”
Feta production is back up to
400,000 pounds of milk a day and
is growing and it’s flavors that are
driving the growth.
“The flavor side of Feta is growing because it is really still a salad
cheese. So getting the peppercorns
and the lemon peppers and being
able to add condiments into an
already really good flavor profile
on our Feta has been important.”
While most of the production
has gone to distributors and wholesalers for the restaurant industry,
Ken Heiman said the company
hopes the retail
industry balances
the production.
“The Feta market will continue
to grow. That’s a
credit to not only
us but a credit to our competitors
as well. We have some really good
competitors making really good
product who have grown the market. ‘Cause if they aren’t, the consumer may well give up on Feta
entirely.”
Nasonville farmed-out a lot of
their packaging. This expansion
brought it in-house. And the new
brine system increased the brine
space, Kim Heiman said.
“We were doing things too labor
intensive. We would actually take
our slabs of Feta, put them into
brine, put them into cooler, we
take them back out, back and forth
and it got too much.”
The new brine systems is really
a newly refurbished system made
by Fiberglass Solutions, Inc., out of
Green Bay.
“The guys at Fiberglass Solutions are a great young team. We’re
happy to work with them. They
did a great job. They stuck around
and made adjustments whenever
we asked. And they stood behind
their product.”

Expansion Necessary
After creating efficiencies to its
Feta production a few years ago,
Nasonville Dairy recently completed an upgrade to its Feta packaging line with future expansion
of its Cheddar and over 40 other
flavors of cheese.
The expansion allowed the
company to make
more efficient the
flow of its current
operation.
“As with older
plants, expansions
occurred where and when production wouldn’t be interrupted,” said
Kim Heiman. “You couldn’t afford
the downtime. You just kept adding
on. But ultimately the workflow
created wasn’t the most efficient
and your cheese may have had to
take a few laps around the plant
before finding a good spot.”
Adding the new packaging line
and brine system helped us make
the retail decision and we’ll become
far more efficient,” said Ken Heiman. “We are a Loos Machine
robot from completion. And then
we are on to the next one.”
The “next one” is a plan to eventually house new 50,000-pound
cheese vats, which will focus on its
Cheddar and flavored cheeses.
Kim Heiman said the company plans to add new finishing
tables that needed modernizing,
larger vats to reduce the number
of makes in a day, as well as when
Feta demand is lower.
“Feta typically is slower in
December and winter months,”
Ken Heiman said. “The new vats
will allow us to put more into Transcending Flavor Trends
the Cheddar side during those About a third of all the cheese
months.”
produced at Nasonville goes into
the“everything under the sun” catFeta Production
egory, Ken Heiman said.
Nasonville has been making Feta
The two brothers admit that
cheese since 1986.
they wonder why they themselves
“We started making a vat or two make so many different cheeses.
a week and it just kept growing,”
“That’s the uniqueness we have
Ken Heiman said.
to have to survive when you’re
The company went through a competing against other compamajor expansion to its existing nies who can produce it faster and
Feta operation back in 2016.
larger,” Kim Heiman said. “We
At the time, according to plan, have to be smaller and far quicker
production was to increase 10 per- to adjust to our buyers’ needs.”
cent from 20 million pounds.
The company makes 42 flavor
Getting acclimated to the new varieties of cheese.
system, losing an account, and
“One of the things we do underwith packaging struggles, Nason- stand and we do real well is the
ville’s production briefly fell during ability to offer more robust flavors,”
the first year of the new operation. Ken Heiman said. “We can’t com“We were accustomed to mak- pete in the traditional Cheddar cating Feta into a full vat of 23,000 egory. We don’t do that.We make
pounds of milk at a time,” Kim
Heiman said. “It was kind of a • See Nasonville Expands, p. 11
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Nasonville Expands
Continued from p. 6

Cheddar unusual. We have it do
something.”
Some of the varieties include
Spinach & Artichoke Jack cheese,
Buffalo Wing, and Blue Marble.
We have the ability to switch
into a lot of different flavors with
a lot of uniqueness, Kim Heiman
said.
“It’s being able to utilize what
you have and the ability to offer
a full product line. Buyers want
variety and we want to serve them
with all their needs,” Kim Heiman
said.
“We jokingly say our cheeses are
weird,” Ken Heiman said. “They’re
really not. They’re different than
the traditional, we admit that. But
they are newly crafted to meet the
changing dynamic of the consumers’ households.”
Kim Heiman said the consumer is changing. “Young adults
are marrying later if they marry
at all. Families are different than
they were. The dynamics of a family, which are the consumers, are
totally different. What are they
looking for? They are looking for
something with flavor and spice.”
The Heat Is On
Kim Heiman said that 86 percent
or more of their overall expense
goes into the cost of the raw product - milk.

“We jokingly say our
cheeses are weird...
They’re different than
the traditional, we
admit that. But they are
newly crafted to meet
the changing dynamic
of the consumers’
households.”
—Ken Heiman,
Nasonville Dairy
“Knowing that number allows
us to project out what we’ll need.
We’re trying to make the biggest
profit out of that 86 percent as we
can, making a cheese that gets the
most dollar out of that milk,” Kim
Heiman said.
A lot of that percentage of milk
is going into pepper cheeses.
“We have every pepper under
the Scoville scale,” Kim Heiman
said.
The company makes cheese
from the very hot, Carolina reapers, ghost peppers, scorpion peppers
to the milder habanero, jalapeno
to the not-hot bell peppers.
“Right now the hottest thing
out there would match the flavors
of Thailand,” Ken Heiman said.
That many different flavors of
cheese often hinders the business
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from automating, however, Kim
Heiman said.
“We have to be able to switch
into products because that’s what
gives us the ability to sell,” he
said. “It kind of prevents us from
bringing in some of the automation. We can’t utilize it. It would
be great to have some of the latest
automation these guys are offering, but it would prevent us from
being who we are.”
Trend or Fad
Nasonville has a healthy export
business, sending Feta, Cheddar
and those many varieties to China,
Japan, Korea, Saudi Arabia and
other markets around the world.
“The Chinese market is changing,” said Ken Heiman. “They are
putting a lot more protein into
their diets. They would order a
lot of unusual things, like saltfree Cheddar. They use it in their
dishes and cooking, they blend it
in as a protein source and add salt
after to their taste.”
Besides the cheese products
Nasonville manufactures, the company also is involved with products
with health and religious claims.
The company manufactures
cheese products that are Kosher
certified, Non-GMO, organic and
Omega-3 enhanced. On the fluid
side, Nasonville offers kefir drinks
and A2A2 milk products.
“Our buyers come to us for the
variability. When people think of
weird, people think of Nasonville.
We may be the only people crazy
enough to try anything,” Ken Heiman said.
Today’s consumer is driving all
of these new trends, said Kim Heiman. Or are they fads?
“Years ago, a trend would have
a 20 year life,” Ken Heiman said.
“That life is now five years or less
from the day it was conceived to
the day it dies.”
Whether they are trends or fads,
Nasonville isn’t going to invest a
lot of money or time in chasing it.
“We’re doing A2A2 milk
because we have our bottling plant
and our own farm that easily allows
us to do it,” said Kim Heiman. “We
started it with our own farms to
prove it to ourselves.”
He said the farmer needs to be
able to market their product better.
“From a dairy product standpoint, we have many ways to market our products, to differentiate
ourselves. Styles, cuts, flavors,
Kosher, Organic, but from a farmer’s standpoint they only had milk
to market. A2A2 milk, non-GMO
milk gives farmers a way to differentiate their product and a chance
to increase their profit from it.”
Milk has a 21 day shelf life, Ken
Heiman said. There is nothing you
can do with it after that.
He said it’s these innovative
products that will strengthen the
economy of the milk supplier.
“Thirty percent of the people
out there say they are lactose intol-

Adding a newly refurbished brine system, made and installed by Fiberglass Solutions, Inc., and
a new packaging line has enabled Nasonville Dairy to become far more efficient.

erant. Whether they are or are not
isn’t relevant. That number is reality.”
Ken Heiman said that dairy is
too good and too healthy to lose
market share to plant-based waters
and juices due to these breeding or
digestability issues.
History Of Nasonville Dairy
The current ownership team got
its start working for their parents,
Arnie and Rena Heiman, who sold
the operation to the three boys in
1986.
The ownership team are brothers Ken, Kim and Kelvin Heiman
and the next generation consists of
six working at the plant.
“The family is scattered around
the building,” said Ken Heiman.
“We grew up in the business as our
kids have. It’s all we knew. We’re
still growing to the point where
we are still vested in the business.”
We’ve been really fortunate,
Mom and Dad put us into a great
position here, Kim Heiman said.
“Just like our parents did, we try
to make a good family work envi-

ronment, not only for our kids but
for the employees as well,” Kim
Heiman said.
Having a strong team in place
also is important to the company’s success. That team consists
of soon-to-be four Wisconsin
Master Cheese Makers including
Ken Heiman, Tom Torkelson,
Brian Jackson, while Kirk Hansen is in the process of getting
his Masters.
When the time comes, Kim
Heiman said, the next generation
has showed interest in continuing
the tradition at Nasonville.
“We’ve allowed them to take a
look at it, and they are into it. But
we don’t know. They’ve niched
out their area,” Kim Heiman said.
“We believe we’ve made a saleable
item and we continue to do that by
these expansions.”
It’s important this business continues. For our family, our employees our farmers. We really do want
to continue to be successful for
them.
For more information, visit
www.Nasonvilledairy.com.

TRUSTED SOLUTIONS
Since the 1800s, Kusel has been manufacturing high quality cheese
making equipment that’s built to last. That’s why large-scale industry
leaders and smaller artisanal makers trust us time and again. With an
established line of equipment, and our experienced team at your
service, you can count on Kusel.
KuselEquipment.com

920.261.4112
Sales@KuselEquipment.com

For more information, visit www.kuselequipment.com
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Blue Bell Ordered To
Pay Over $17 Million
In Criminal Penalties
In Connection With
Listeriosis Outbreak
Austin, TX—A federal court in
Texas has sentenced Blue Bell
Creameries L.P. to pay $17.25
million in criminal penalties for
shipments of contaminated products linked to a 2015 listeriosis
outbreak, the US Department of
Justice announced late last week.
Blue Bell pleaded guilty in May
to two misdemeanor counts of
distributing adulterated ice cream
products. The sentence was consistent with the terms of a plea agreement previously filed in the case.
The plea agreement and criminal information filed against Blue
Bell alleged that the company distributed ice cream products that
were manufactured under insanitary conditions and contaminated
with Listeria monocytogenes, in
violation of the Food, Drug and
Cosmetic Act.
According to the plea agreement, Texas state officials notified
Blue Bell in February 2015 that
samples of two ice cream products
from the company’s Brenham, TX,
factory tested positive for Listeria
monocytogenes. Blue Bell directed
its delivery route drivers to remove
remaining stock of the two products from store shelves, but the
company did not recall the products or issue formal communication to inform customers about the
potential Listeria contamination.
Two weeks after receiving notification of the first positive Listeria
tests, Texas state officials informed
Blue Bell that additional stateled testing confirmed Listeria in a
third product, the plea agreement
stated. Blue Bell again chose not

to issue any formal notification
to customers regarding the positive tests. Blue Bell’s customers
included military installations.
In March 2015, tests conducted
by the US Food and Drug Administration (FDA) and Centers for
Disease Control and Prevention
(CDC) linked the strain of Listeria
in one of the Blue Bell ice cream
products to a strain that sickened
five patients at a Kansas hospital
with listeriosis, the plea agreement
noted. The FDA, CDC, and Blue
Bell all issued public recall notifications on Mar. 13, 2015. Subsequent tests confirmed Listeria
contamination in a product made
at another Blue Bell facility in
Broken Arrow, OK, which led to
a second recall announcement on
Mar. 23, 2015.
According to the plea agreement with the company, FDA
inspections in March and April
2015 revealed sanitation issues at
the Brenham and Broken Arrow
facilities, including problems with
the hot water supply needed to
properly clean equipment and
deteriorating factory conditions
that could lead to insanitary water
dripping into product mix during
the manufacturing process. Blue
Bell temporarily closed all of its
plants in late April 2015 to clean
and update the facilities.
Since re-opening its facilities
in late 2015, Blue Bell has taken
significant steps to enhance sanitation processes and enact a program
to test products for Listeria prior to
shipment, the USDOJ noted.
The sentence “sends a clear
message to food manufacturers that
the Department of Justice will take
appropriate actions when contaminated food products endanger
consumers,” said Acting Assistant
Attorney General Jeffrey Bossert
Clark of the USDOJ’s Civil Division.

Dairy
Ingredients
From France
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Delivery Company, a $4.5 billion
The Northeast Dairy Foods pizza and ice cream business, for
Association, Inc. has elected three years.
new executive officers and
appointed new directors to DEATHS
seats on the board. Executive
officers are DANIEL LAUSCH, Harold Schild, 83, died Sept.
Lactalis American Group, Inc., 10, 2020 in
president;
KEVIN ELLIS, Ti l l a m o o k ,
Cayuga Milk Ingredients, vice OR. Schild
president; RYAN ELLIOTT, worked for
Ti l Byrne Dairy, secretary; and t h e
l
a
m
o
o k
MELISSA ALTIF, Readington
C
r
e
a
m
e
ry
Farms, treasurer. The new board
of directors includes MATT Cooperative
HENDRICKS, Dairy Farmers Association
of America; NATHAN PIST- for 44 years,
Harold Schild
NER, Great Lakes Cheese; serving the
last
nine
JENNIFER TURGEON, HP
Hood; BRIAN PERRY, Perry’s years as Tillamook Cheese CEO.
Ice Cream; BRIAN FROEBEL, Schild was the fifth manager to
Saputo USA; RAY GERWITZ, serve in the 110-year history of
Steuben Foods; and ADAM the co-op, and formally retired in
SEYBOLT, Stewart’s Processing 2002.
Corp. Departing the board at
the end of 2020 will be RICK Robert “Bob” Gilbert, Jr., 76,
SEDOTTO, Midland Farms, died Thursday, Sept. 17, 2020
and MIKE YOUNG, Guida’s in Savannah, GA. A Chicago
native, Gilbert’s life-long food
Dairy.
industry career featured positions
The Dairy Alliance board of with General Foods, Pillsbury,
and Internadirectors has named GERI BERtional MulDAK as its new CEO. Berdak
tifoods. One
began her dairy industry career
of the subsidas a nutritionist and educator for
iaries Multithe St. Louis Dairy Council. She
foods chose
has since gained additional expeto divest was
rience in the food and beverage
Kaukauna
industry, serving as a nutritionCheese in
ist and marketer with Isagenix,
Little Chute,
Kerry’s, and PepsiCo. Berdak also
WI. In 1986,
Bob Gilbert
worked as senior vice president
a Kaukauna
of nutrition strategy and business
development with the US Dairy management team led by GilInnovation Center at Dairy bert and private investors formed
Kaukauna Cheese Corp. to buy
Management Inc. (DMI).
the business. The transaction was
completed in early 1987, with
TONY SARSAM, former CEO Gilbert serving as president and
of Borden Dairy Company, has CEO. Under his leadership, the
been tapped as president and company doubled in size and was
CEO of SpartanNash Company, acquired by Paris-based Fromageffective Sept. 21. He succeeds erie Bel in 1996. Gilbert then
interim president and CEO DEN- became president of Bel Brands
NIS EIDSON, who will continue USA. He eventually transitioned
in his role as board chairman to teaching business classes at
for a period of 30 days. Sarsam Chicago’s National Louis Univercomes to SpartanNash with a sity for seven years, before retiring
blend of food industry and supply to Savannah, GA, with his wife
chain expertise, most recently as Christine. Gilbert served on the
CEO of Borden Dairy. Before International Dairy-Deli-Bakery
that, he was CEO of Ready Pac Association’s (IDDBA) board of
Foods, Inc., and spent 20 years directors for several years, includin progressive leadership roles at ing as board president in 1997-98.
PepsiCo. Sarsam also worked as In 2007, he was honored with the
president of Nestlé’s Direct Store IDDBA President’s Award.
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Finlandia Cheese
Changing Name To
Valio USA; Retains
Finlandia Brand For
Cheese, Butter
Parsippany, NJ—Finlandia
Cheese, Inc., a subsidiary of
Valio Ltd., Helsinski, Finland,
announced that it is changing its
name to Valio USA starting Oct.
1, 2020.
The new name will facilitate
the company’s expansion into new,
innovative categories and provide
a closer connection between the
subsidiary and its parent company
in corporate branding and messaging, the company explained.
Valio has introduced its Oddlygood™ vegan cheese alternatives
to the US market, according to
Mari Meriluoto, director of marketing and business development
at Valio USA. The company feels
that the Valio USA name “will
give us more flexibility to develop
a variety of innovative new products that make everyday meals
extra delicious.”
Due to its strong recognition
among consumers, Finlandia will
remain the brand name for Valio
USA’s cheese and butter line.
In the US, the Finlandia product line includes deli loaves,
imported cheese chunks, imported
and domestic sliced cheese, and
imported butter.
Valio also makes dairy ingredients and solutions and now wants
to bring these value-added dairy
ingredients and solutions to the
US market.
The company manufactures, for
example, lactose-free milk powders and many advanced blends in
Finland. In April, Valio and the
North American specialty ingredient distributor Palmer Holland
partnered for sales, marketing and
distribution of lactose-free milk
powders.
The relationship between Valio
Ltd. and Finlandia Cheese dates
to the 1950s when the Finlandia
brand entered the US market. Finlandia cheese became a favorite in
New York delis and expanded into
supermarkets, cheese shops, delis
and restaurants throughout the
Northeast, Valio stated. In 1992,
Valio acquired Finlandia.
Dairy farmers founded Valio in
1905 and they are still the company’s owners. Valio has net sales
of 1.7 billion euros and is Finland’s
biggest food exporter. The company’s products are found in some
60 countries accounting for 25 percent of Finland’s total food exports.
Valio has subsidiaries in the US,
Russia, Sweden, the Baltics, and
China. Valio employs a total of
25,000 people at dairy farms and
4,000 professionals at Valio.
For more information, visit
www. valio.com/us/.
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Study Provides New Insights Into
Cheese Microbiome; Could Aid Quality
Carlow, Ireland—Results from a
study provide new technological
and ecological insights into the
cheese microbiome that the study’s
authors said can be applied to further improve cheese production.
The study, “Meta-analysis of
cheese microbiomes highlights
contributions to multiple aspects
of quality,” was published in Nature
Food by a team of researchers at
Teagasc and APC Microbiome Ireland SFI Research Center, led by
Prof. Paul Cotter.
For this study, the research team
employed advanced DNA technologies to characterize in great depth
the microbiology of 184 samples
of cheeses from around the world,
including newly studied samples
from 55 cheeses that were sourced
from 27 artisanal cheese producers
from across Ireland.
The analysis provided insights
into the microorganisms found in

cheese, the links between microorganisms and specific desirable and
undesirable flavors and the arsenal
of antimicrobials that starters and
other cheese microorganisms produce to naturally preserve cheese.
The study provides an intriguing insight into the battle between
phage (viruses that infect bacteria)
and cheese microorganisms, and
associated anti-phage countermeasures, the researchers noted.
Cheesemaking stretches back
millennia; originally, cheese was
made as a means of preserving
milk, with lactic acid and other
by-products of growth that are produced by microorganisms during
the fermentation process extending its shelf-life, and contributing
to flavor, appearance and aroma.
Scientists have been studying
these microorganisms and their
activities since the 19th century
and eventually began to try to bet-

ter control the process in some
instances through the conscious
addition of specific microorganisms, known as “starters”, to start
the cheesemaking process.
Studies have also focused on
trying to identify and control
the growth of other, undesirable
microorganisms that contribute
to off-flavors or food poisoning as
well as phage, which are viruses
that can attack and kill starters.
“The application of these cutting
edge approaches has revolutionized
our understanding of the microbiology of cheese and provided insights
that are relevant to the vast number of microbial communities that
impact on the food chain and
human health,” commented joint
first author Dr Aaron Walsh.
“This work would not be possible without the fantastic contribution of artisanal cheese producers
of Ireland, who show such dedication and devotion to the production of cheese of the highest
quality,” said joint first author Dr
Guerrino Macori.
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A new innovation in anti-cake technology for shredded, cubed
and crumbled cheeses.
FloAm Dairy® improves the efficiency of your cheese production and
increases shelf life of your products with the added benefits of:
• Natural, dairy-based, non-GMO, label-friendly ingredients
• Excellent flow and low-dust characteristics
• Non-browning in oven melt performance
• Flexible application levels tailored to meet unique quality
needs vs. limits of traditional anti-cake
• Broad functional capabilities – anti-mold, oxygen scavenging
and customized blends

Keep your label clean and your products fresh with FloAm Dairy ®.
Contact your Allied Blending representative today.
Level 2 Certified

©2018 Allied Blending LP

1-800-758-4080 • www.alliedblending.com
For more information, visit www.alliedblending.com
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Traceability Records
(Continued from p. 1)

forming, creating, and shipping of
listed foods.
The recordkeeping requirements
FDA is proposing emphasize the
importance of documenting the
applicable traceability lot codes
and linking these codes to other
key data elements (KDE) at critical points in the supply chain of a
food to aid product tracing during
an investigation of a foodborne illness outbreak or during a recall.
The Food and Drug Administration’s proposed rule includes
several proposed full and partial
exemptions from the additional
recordkeeping requirements,
including some specified by Congress and some that the agency is
proposing on its own initiative.
Proposed full exemptions
include those for small retail food
establishments (under one option
of a “co-proposal” regarding such
establishments), small farms, farms
selling food directly to consumers,
certain food produced and packaged on a farm, food that receives
certain types of processing, and
transporters of food.
Partial exemptions would apply
to certain commingled raw agricultural commodities (not including
fruits and vegetables subject to the
produce safety regulations), fishing
vessels, retail food establishments
that receive a listed food directly

from a farm, and farm to school
and farm to institution programs.
The proposed rule also includes
special requirements for foods on
the Food Traceability List that are
subjected to a kill step.
In accordance with section
204 of FSMA, FDA is proposing to establish procedures under
which persons subject to the proposed rule (when finalized) could
request modified requirements or
an exemption from these recordkeeping regulations for a specific
food or a type of entity on the
grounds that application of the
requirements to that food or type
of entity is not necessary to protect public health.
Also, the proposed rule includes
procedures for requesting a waiver
of one or more of the requirements
for an individual entity or a type of
entity on the grounds that having
to meet the requirements would
impose an economic hardship.
The proposed rule also includes
procedures for future updating of
the Food Traceability List.
Sufficient Traceability Info Needed
Ideally, a robust traceability system would provide for traceability
of all foods, not just foods on the
Food Traceability List, FDA noted.
Regardless of the type of food that
is the subject of a foodborne illness outbreak investigation, sufficient traceability information is
needed to identify the source of an
outbreak, expedite the removal of
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contaminated food from the marketplace, and prevent additional
consumer exposures.
Although section 204 of FSMA
limits recordkeeping requirements
to foods on the Food Traceability
List, the types of records required
to be maintained under the proposed rule could be used by entities
in the supply chains of all foods
to improve traceability, the FDA
stated.
The tracing information
required to be kept under the proposed rule is consistent with information FDA typically requests
during an outbreak investigation,
regardless of the food commodity.
Firms that maintain records containing this information can help
FDA more quickly trace the movement of products through the supply chain, identify the source of
contamination, and reduce harm
to consumers posed by tainted
food.
By facilitating faster and more
accurate identification of contaminated foods, the availability
of such records can help narrow
the scope of an outbreak investigation and limit the adverse impact
of an outbreak on affected sectors
of the food industry, FDA noted.
In addition, maintaining records
in accordance with the proposed
requirements would help ensure
that a firm is well-prepared if a
food the firm produces or distributes is added to the Food Traceability List as a result of a future
reassessment of the list.
Of particular importance to an
effective food traceability system
under the proposed rule is the use
of lot codes in documenting CTEs.
Tracebacks are most efficient when
point-of-service entities can provide investigators with as much
information as possible about the
origination of the food. If a point-

of-service entity can provide lot
codes and other relevant information for suspect foods, including
the originating farm or firm, FDA
investigators can more quickly
identify the potential common
source of an outbreak and take
regulatory action.
Tracing the lot information
associated with suspect products
can narrow the scope of an investigation, provide FDA with information to quickly go directly to the
person that created the lot, and
limit further illnesses by enabling
more rapid removal of contaminated food from the marketplace,
the agency said. Lot code information can also allow investigators
to more quickly determine which
products are outside the scope of
the investigation, reducing the
likelihood of unnecessary categorywide recalls.
Although the proposed rule does
not require the use of electronic
records and electronic communications for traceability (except to
aid FDA’s review of records during
investigations of foodborne illness
outbreaks), FDA encourage all
segments of the food industry to
incorporate electronic recordkeeping and communication procedures
into their traceability programs.
Keeping records of KDEs in
electronic, rather than paper, form
and sharing tracing information
electronically with others in the
supply chain can greatly facilitate the analysis of information
during investigations into foodborne illness outbreaks and speed
the completion of traceback and
traceforward operations, according
to FDA.
Sharing of standard KDEs electronically allows all entities in
the supply chain access to reliable
information on the traceability of
a product.
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About FDA’s Food
Traceability List
Silver Spring, MD—Section 204
of the Food Safety Modernization
Act (FSMA) requires the US Food
and Drug Administration (FDA)
to designate foods for which additional recordkeeping requirements
are appropriate and necessary to
protect public health, and to establish those recordkeeping requirements.
The Food Traceability List
(FTL) identifies the foods for
which the additional traceability
records described in FDA’s proposed food traceability rule would
be required. The additional recordkeeping requirements would apply
not only to foods specifically listed
on the FTL, but also to foods that
contain foods on the list as ingredients.
To determine which foods
should be included on the Food
Traceability List (FTL), FDA
developed a risk-ranking model for
food tracing based on the factors
that Congress identified in Section
204 of the Food Safety Modernization Act (FSMA). The model
scores commodity-hazard pairs
(e.g., Shiga toxin-producing E.coli
O157 in leafy greens) according to
data and information relevant to
seven criteria described in a report
entitled Methodological Approach to
developing a Risk-Ranking Model for
Food Tracing FSMA Section 204:
 Frequency of outbreaks and
occurrences of illnesses
 Severity of illnesses
 Likelihood of contamination
 The potential for pathogen
growth, with consideration of shelf
life
 Manufacturing process contamination probability and industry-wide intervention
 Consumption rate and
amount consumed
 Cost of illness
The model was designed to be
flexible and to consider a wide
range of contaminants in FDAregulated human foods. To identify commodities for the Food
Traceability List, the commodities
and associated commodity-hazard
pairs produced by the model were
ranked. Commodities with associated commodity-hazard pairs with
criteria scores in the moderate to
strong range were considered for
inclusion on the FTL.
The model was developed in
conjunction with an FDA Project
Advisory Group (PAG) consisting of members from FDA and the
Centers for Disease Control and
Prevention (CDC). Through contracts the FDA also consulted with
external subject matter experts.
Based on data in the model,
FDA tentatively identified foods
for inclusion on the FTL. When
FDA issues its final food traceability rule, it will also publish the
Food Traceability List.
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Nestle Jamaica
Signs Milk Powder
Co-Manufacturing
Deal With Dairy
Industries Jamaica
Kingston, Jamaica—Nestle
Jamaica Limited (NJL) recently
announced its re-entry into the
powdered milks category, thanks
to its recently signed co-manufacturing deal with Dairy Industries
Jamaica Limited (DIJL).
The agreement has formalized
DIJL’s production of Nestle Everyday milk powder in its production
facility in Kingston since March
2020. The partnership demonstrates Nestle’s confidence in
DIJL’s capacity to deliver both the
quality standards and manufactur-

ing expertise needed for the highly
competitive powdered milks market, NJL stated.
“We are extremely happy to be
able to launch another innovation that will satisfy the needs of
the Jamaican market,” said Daniel Caron, country manager, NJL.
“We wanted to bring something
that was value added to the table:
an instant fortified milk powder
to satisfy the milk needs of consumers in Jamaica at an affordable
price. This new partnership is just
another example of the commitment to Jamaica Nestle has demonstrated over the last 80 years,
which has included investing millions of dollars in local operations,
innovations and renovations.”
“Co-manufacturing is a great
opportunity for DIJL. The increased
product output will enhance our

production efficiency and increase
revenues and associated earnings
for our team members,” said Radcliffe Walker, general manager
of DIJL, which is a joint venture
between GraceKennedy Limited
and New Zealand’s Fonterra.
“Our state-of-the-art facility has
really revolutionized our ability to
produce and maintain the highest product quality,” Walker added.
“We are excited to begin this new
partnership to produce Nestle
Everyday and I look forward to its
success.”
“Manufacturing plays such a
key role in our nation’s economic
growth and development, providing employment for thousands of
Jamaicans and reducing our dependence on imports,” said Frank
James, CEO of GraceKennedy
Foods-Domestic.
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SUPPLIER NEWS
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Virtual North Central Cheese Industries
Association Conference Set For Oct 14
Rochester, MN—The North Central Cheese Industries Association (NCCIA) has released a list
of speakers for its virtual meeting
scheduled for Wednesday, Oct. 14.
NCCIA president Sam Metzger,
Agropur, Hull, kicks off the meeting at 1:30 p.m. CST, followed by
University of Minnesota assistant
professor Marin Bozic on the I-29
Situation & Outlook.
Joe Stout with Commercial Food
Sanitation will look at mitigation
of COVID-19 in the food and dairy
industry, and Melanie Neumann,
Matrix Science International, will
talk about risk management.
A silent auction will open prior
to the event, and will close after

the speaker presentations. This
year’s NCCIA Cheese Contest
awards will also be presented.
More details on the cheese auction will soon be available.
NCCIA is now accepting donations for its Scholarship Fund. All
proceeds from the conference and
cheese auction are used for $29,000
in annual scholarships at the University of Minnesota, Iowa State
University, South Dakota State
University, and University of Wisconsin - River Falls.
A registration fee of $25 per person is required to participate in the
meeting.
To register online, visit www.
northcentralcheese.org.

Ohio Cheese Guild Will Host Affinage
Course Led By Peter Dixon Nov. 17-18
Columbus, OH—Cheese consultant Peter Dixon will lead an inperson workshop here Nov. 17-18
on cheese affinage.
Dixon, owner and artisan cheese
maker at Parish Hill Creamery,
Putney, VT, has served the specialty cheesemaking community as
a consultant for almost 25 years.
The course, entitled “Affinage:
It’s Alive,” is hosted by the Ohio
Cheese Guild (OCG). Participants
will explore the practice of cheesemaking, ripening, and grading
cheese for retail through the perspective of an affineur.
Dixon will highlight basic styles
of affinage, including soft-ripened
bloomy and washed rind variet-

ies, Tomme, Blue, Hard Grana and
Alpine cheese styles.
Students will learn about the
proper selection and use of ripening cultures; chemical reactions
between microbes, enzymes, and
other cheese components; and
affinage techniques.
Dixon will also cover cheese
grading and quality control. Participants are encouraged to bring
their own cheeses for evaluation.
Cost to attend the “Affinage:
It’s Alive” workshop is $100 for
OCG and $150 for non-members.
Registration is now available
online at www.ohiocheeseguild.org/
events-2/affinage-its-alive-with-peterdixon.

DPC Partners With Dairy Innovation
Center For Virtual Conference Nov. 4-6
Pandora, OH—The Dairy Practices Council (DPC) has scheduled
its annual conference Nov. 4-6,
2020, using a virtual platform.
The meeting starts Wednesday
afternoon with keynote speaker
Rachel Kyllo, senior vice president of growth and innovation at
Kemps, LLC, on changing consumer behavior during COVID-19
and how these changes may impact
the future of the dairy industry.
Jamie Jonker, vice president of
sustainability and scientific affairs
for the National Milk Producers
Federation (NMPF) will join Joe
Scimeca, senior vice president,

regulatory and scientific affairs
with the International Dairy
Foods Association (IDFA) to share
industry updates and forecasts on
what to expect in 2021.
Thursday morning will be dedicated to joint task force meetings,
along with a first-ever technical
session in partnership with the
Innovation Center for US Dairy.
Speakers will look at advances
in food safety research related to
controlling Listeria; efficacy of
antimicrobials, protective cultures,
and hydrogen peroxide, and cold
plasma technology to extend shelf
life. The session will end with a

...because we don’t just
see cheese, we see the
whole picture.
Cheese Reporter Ad.indd 1

WAFP Free Online
Food Safety
Workshop Is Nov. 12
Middleton, WI—Registration is
open for the Wisconsin Association for Food Protection’s (WAFP)
fall food safety workshop Thursday,
Nov. 12, 2020.
The virtual event will run from
9 a.m. until noon CST, and is
designed for those accountable for
the safe production and distribution of food products – plant management, regulatory inspection,
commodity conversion, packaging,
cold storage and distribution, marketing, purchasing and retailing
professionals.
Those in quality control/quality
assurance will also benefit from the
course.
Sharon Mayl with the US Food
& Drug Administration (FDA)
will lead a session entitled “Smarter
Food Safety.”
Adam Borger with the University of Wisconsin-Madison Food
Research Institute will also direct
a session on accelerated shelf life
studies, and participants will hear
the latest update from the Wisconsin Department of Trade and Consumer Protection (DATCP).
Cost to participate in the the
Wisconsin Association for Food
Protection food safety workshop
is free, but registration is required,
organizers promoted.
To sign up, visit www.wifoodprotection.org.
panel discussion moderated by the
Innovation Center’s Tim Stubbs.
Invited speakers also include Kathleen Glass, Food Research Institute; Kevin Keener, University of
Guelph; and the Innovation Center’s Chad Galer.
The meeting wraps up Friday
with the presentation of DPC’s
Eugene T. Wolfe award, Guideline
author acknowledgements, and
recognition of Honorary Lifetime
Membership inductees.
DPC will also unveil its new
website and outline its vision for
2021.
A registration fee of $100 per
person is required, and discounts
are available for students. To register online and for more information, visit www.dairypc.org.

1.866.404.4545 www.devilletechnologies.com
2018-01-03 11:52 PM

PLANNING GUIDE
Oct. 4-5: Wisconsin Dairy Products Association Fall Celebration, Landmark Resort, Door
County, WI. For more information, visit www.wdpa.net
•
Oct. 14: New Date and Format
– NCCIA Virtual Conference.
Visit www.northcentralcheese.
org for more details.
•
Oct. 25-28: Virtual Event NMPF, UDIA, NDB Joint Annual
Conference. For updates, visit
www.nmpf.org.
•
Oct. 26-28: New Format - IAFP
2020 Virtual Conference. Visit
www.foodprotection.org for
registration and more details.
•
Jan. 17-19, 2021: Winter Fancy
Food Show, Moscone Center,
San Francisco, CA. More information available at www.specialtyfood.com.
•
Jan. 25-28, 2021: New Virtual
Format - Dairy Forum, Virtual
For information, visit www.idfa.
org.
•
Feb. 1-5- New Date: PLMA
Private Label Week Virtual
Meeting. For more details and
registration information, visit
www.plma.com.
•
Feb. 17-19, 2021: World Championship Cheese Contest, Wisconsin Center, Milwaukee, WI.
Visit www.worldchampioncheese.org.
•
April 6-8: CheeseExpo, Milwaukee Center, Milwaukee, WI.
Details available soon at www.
cheeseexpo.org.
•
April 25-27: ADPI/ABI Joint
Annual Conference, Hyatt
Regency Downtown, Chicago,
IL. For details, visit www.adpi.
org.
•
June 6-8: IDDBA 2021, George
R. Brown Convention Center,
Houston, TX. For registration
and show information, visit
www.iddba.org.
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CHEESE REPORTER

MARKET PLACE

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING
phone: (608) 246-8430 fax: (608) 246-8431
e-mail: classifieds@cheesereporter.com

The “Industry’s” Market Place for Products, Services, Equipment and Supplies, Real Estate and Employee Recruitment
Classified Advertisements should be placed
by Thursday for the Friday issue. Classified ads
charged at $0.75 per word. Display Classified
advertisements charged at per column inch
rate. For more information, call 608-316-3792
or email kthome@cheesereporter.com

1. Equipment for Sale

1. Equipment for Sale

FOR SALE: 1500 and 1250 cream
tanks. Like New. (800) 558-0112. (262)
473-3530.

FOR SALE: Car load of 300-400-500
late model open top milk tanks. Like
new. (262) 473-3530

ALFA-LAVAL SEPARATOR: Model
MRPX 518 HGV hermetic separator.
Can be set up for warm or cold. WESTFALIA SEPARATOR: Model MSA 200.
Call Great Lakes Separators at (920)
863-3306 or e-mail drlambert@dialez.
net.

2. Equipment Wanted

WESTFALIA SEPARATORS: New
arrivals! Great condition. Model number 418. Call GREAT LAKES SEPARATORS at (920) 863-3306 or e-mail
drlambert@dialez.net.

3. Products, Services

SEPARATOR NEEDS - Before you buy
a separator, give Great Lakes a call.
TOP QUALITY, reconditioned machines
at the lowest prices. Call Dave Lambert, GREAT LAKES SEPARATORS at
(920) 863-3306; drlambert@dialez.net
for more information.

WANTED TO BUY: Westfalia or AlfaLaval separators. Large or small. Old or
new. Top dollar paid. Call Great Lakes
Separators at (920) 863-3306 or email
drlambert@dialez.net

FOR SALE: Unique Corrugated Cow
Print Gift Boxes for the Holidays
or year-round Regular Cow Print.
Various sizes available from Dairyland
Packaging. Please e-mail: djensen@
dairylandpackaging.com or call (608)
798-2247. Check out our website: www.
dairylandpackaging.com. We are
your source for allpackaging needs.
Looking for hard to find products or services? Advertise your search for those
products and services here. Call 608246-8430 for more information or email
info@cheesereporter.com

Production Capacity
for organic, kosher, or
specialty cheese production

TU-WAY
3000LD
Lower Discharge
Cheese Portioner

Cuts blocks or any wire-cuttable product
into uniform pieces prior to further processing.

General Machinery Corporation
1-888-243-6622

Email: sales@genmac.com
www.genmac.com

Award-winning
cheese manufacturer
has small batch
production capacity
1820 Single Direction
available.

Cheese Cutter

We Reduces
specialize
in American-styles
wire cutable
product into uniform
in 40-pound
portions forblocks.
dicing, shredding, or blending.
Phil:
General MachineryContact
Corporation

1-920-564-3242
1-888-243-6622

sales@
Email: sales@genmac.com
www.genmac.com
gibbsvillecheese.com

4. Cheese Moulds, Hoops

10. Consultants

WILSON HOOPS: NEW! 20 and 40
pound hoops available. Contact KUSEL
EQUIPMENT CO. at (920) 261-4112 or
sales@kuselequipment.com.

SQF CONSULTANT +
IMPLEMENTATION ASSISTANT: Do
you wish to obtain SQF Certification
for your facility? Could you benefit from
the use of a local, industry experienced
SQF Consultant? I have assisted many
small and mid-sized cheese manufacturers, cold storage warehouses, and
ingredient brokers in Wisconsin and
Illinois to achieve their SQF Certification, and I want to help you too. I can
navigate the process, provide various
templates, training, and personalized
guidance to make the process easier.
I am based out of Madison, WI. Call
Brandis Wasvick at 651-271-0822 or
Email: bluecompasscompliance@
gmail.com or visit BlueCompassCompliance.com for more information, testimonials, and to see how you
and I can get started today. BRANDIS
WASVICK, SQF AND FOOD SAFETY
COMPLIANCE CONSULTANT AND
ASSISTANT

5. Real Estate
DAIRY PLANTS FOR SALE:
http://dairyassets.webs.com/acquisitions-mergers-other. Contact Jim
at 608-835-7705; or by email at jimcisler7@gmail.com

6. Walls & Ceiling
EXTRUTECH PLASTICS NEW! Antimicrobial POLY BOARD-AM sanitary
panels provide non-porous, easily
cleanable, bright white surfaces, perfect
for incidental food contact applications.
CFIA and USDA accepted, and Class
A for smoke and flame. Call Extrutech
Plastics at 888-818-0118 or www.epiplastics.com for more information.

7. Help Wanted
9. Promotion & Placement

13. Cheese & Dairy Products

PROMOTE YOURSELF - By contacting Tom Sloan & Associates. Job
enhancement thru results oriented
professionals. We place cheese makers, production, technical, maintenance,
engineering and sales management
people. Contact Dairy Specialist David
Sloan, Tom Sloan or Terri Sherman.
TOM SLOAN & ASSOCIATES, INC.,
PO Box 50, Watertown, WI 53094.
Phone: (920) 261-8890 or FAX: (920)
261-6357; or by email: tsloan@tsloan.
com.

KEYS MANUFACTURING: Dehydrators of scrap cheese for the animal feed
industry. Contact us for your scrap at
(217) 465-4001 or email keysmfg@aol.
com.

15. Conversion Services
LANCASTER CHEESE SOLUTIONS:
A Cheese Conversion Company.
Blocks or bars from 5 ounce to 10
pound. Located in southeast Pennsylvania. Call with your requests. (717)
351-0046

Cut & Wrap

16. Warehousing

Lancaster Cheese is your cut &
wrap headquarters.
 7 standard conﬁgura�ons
available or bring us your
custom specs.
 Volume discounts
 Short lead �mes
 Located on the eastern shore

COLD STORAGE SPACE AVAILABLE: Sugar River Cold Storage in
Monticello, WI. has space available in
it’s refrigerated buildings. Temp’s are
36, 35 and 33 degrees. We are SQF
Certified and work with your schedule.
Contact Eric at 608-938-1377 or visit
our website sugarrivercoldstorage.
com.

Contact Justin

Your Source For New & Used Dairy Processing Equipment

Ullmer’s Dairy Equipment & Fabrication

1810 Champ
Cheese Cutter

1800 Champ
Cheese Cutter

 Cuts cheese economically
 Optional one or
two-wire cross cut
 Capacity of up to
7” x 11” x 14”
 Air-operated down feed
 Optional swing harp
and leveling pads

 Cuts cheese economically
 Air-operated vertical feed
 Capacity of up to

7” x 11” x 14”
 Air-operated down feed
 Optional swing harp
and leveling pads
Laser Cutting

We offer the following services:

General Machinery Corporation
1-888-243-6622

Email: sales@genmac.com
www.genmac.com

Contact Us Today!

www.ullmers.com

General MachineryBending
Corporation
Rolling
1-888-243-6622

Email: sales@genmac.com
Custom Fabrication
& Welding
www.genmac.com

Paul:
paul@ullmers.com
Trevor: trevor@ullmers.com
Or call: 920-822-8266

17. Contract Manufacturing

LANCASTER

Cheese Solutions

Do you have dairy product making
capacity or size reduction and conversion space available? Advertise here!

717-268-4544
or justin@lancastercheese.com

Western Repack
We Purchase Fines and Downgraded Cheese

Reclamation Services
• Cheese Salvage/Repacking
• 640# Block Cutting

Handling cheese both as a
service and on purchase.
Bring us your special projects

Western Repack, LLC
(801) 388-4861
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Federal Order Class 1 Minimum Prices &
Other Advanced Prices - October 2020
Class I Base Price (3.5%) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Base Skim Milk Price for Class I. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Advanced Class III Skim Milk Pricing Factor . . . . . . . . .
Advanced Class IV Skim Milk Pricing Factor . . . . . . . . .
Advanced Butterfat Pricing Factor . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Class II Skim Milk Price . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Class II Nonfat Solids Price . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

$15.20 (cwt)
$9.97 (cwt)
$11.01 (cwt)
$7.45 (cwt)
$1.5933 (lb.)
$8.15 (cwt)
$0.9056 (lb.)

Two-week Product Price Averages:
Butter . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Nonfat Dry Milk . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Cheese . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Cheese, US 40-pound blocks . . . . . . . . . . . .
Cheese, US 500-pound barrels . . . . . . . . . . .
Dry Whey . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

$1.4872 lb.
$1.0042 lb.
$1.7481 lb.
$1.9013 lb.
$1.5796 lb.
$0.3232 lb.

HISTORICAL MILK PRICES - CLASS I BASE PRICE
‘14
‘15
‘16
‘17
‘18
‘19
‘20

Jan

Feb

Mar

Apr

May

Jun

Jul

Aug

Sep

Oct

Nov

Dec

21.48
18.58
16.04
17.45
15.44
15.12
19.01

22.02
16.24
13.64
16.73
14.25
15.30
17.55

23.64
15.56
13.78
16.90
13.36
15.98
17.46

23.65
15.50
13.74
16.05
14.10
15.76
16.64

24.47
15.83
13.70
15.20
14.44
16.42
12.95

22.86
16.14
13.14
15.31
15.25
17.07
11.42

23.02
16.53
13.70
16.59
15.36
17.18
16.56

23.87
16.28
15.07
16.72
14.15
17.89
19.78

23.63
16.34
16.56
16.71
14.85
17.85
18.44

24.19
15.84
16.60
16.44
16.33
17.84
15.20

24.06
16.48
14.78
16.41
15.52
18.14

22.53
16.71
16.88
16.88
15.05
19.33

Dairy Product Stocks in Cold Storage
TOTAL STOCKS AS REPORTED BY USDA (in thousands of pounds unless indicated)
Stocks in All
Warehouses

Public
Warehouse
Stocks

July 31, 2020
as a % of

August 31
2019

July 31
2020

August 31
2020

August 31
2019

July 31
2020

Butter

304,368

371,467

371,720

122

100

Cheese
American
Swiss
Other

767,366
27,340
570,124

785,521
20,537
585,606

790,061
20,522
567,756

103
75
100

101
100
97

1,364,830

1,391,664

1,378,339

101

99

Total

September 25, 2020
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DAIRY PRODUCT SALES

Sept 19

990,467

40-Pound
Block Avg

$2.40
$2.20
$2.00
$1.80

SETTLING PRICE

Date Month

$1.40

S

O

N

D

Sept. 12
Dollars/Pound
1.8267
Pounds
9,861,391
Dollars/Pound
1.5981

Weighted Price
US
Sales Volume
US

Dollars/Pound
1.4926
Pounds
2,903,385

J

F

M

A

M

J

J

Sept. 5

A

S

Aug. 29

1.8058
11,882,752

1.8412
11,701,324

1.5186
Pounds
11,004,329
Percent
34.76

1.5591

1.6873

1.4789

1.6024

13,464,311
34.64

1.4730•
6,107,224

0.3258

Dollars/Pounds
0.3194•

0.3103

13,573,702
34.71

1.4984
6,924,365

6,116,135

4,242,491•

7,451,870

0.3212
6,681,560

Extra Grade or USPHS Grade A Nonfat Dry Milk

1.0090
18,446,420

Butter*

31.625
31.750
31.950
31.900
31.900

100.125
100.250
100.250
100.050
100.050

1.936
1.936
1.936
1.936
1.936

1.7600
1.7560
1.7750
1.7540
1.7600

149.000
149.000
149.000
149.000
148.525

9-18
9-21
9-22
9-23
9-24

Oct 20
Oct 20
Oct 20
Oct 20
Oct 20

19.59
19.65
18.42
18.45
18.15

13.93
14.20
14.06
13.90
13.66

32.250
32.500
32.500
32.700
33.000

106.250
105.500
105.750
106.000
106.000

2.183
2.333
2.333
2.333
2.333

2.0910
2.0960
1.9690
1.9720
1.9400

166.500
173.000
168.000
163.000
160.000

9-18
9-21
9-22
9-23
9-24

Nov 20
Nov 20
Nov 20
Nov 20
Nov 20

18.70
18.98
18.16
18.17
18.09

14.36
14.67
14.51
14.36
14.20

32.750
32.750
33.500
33.450
34.600

110.225
110.600
111.025
111.000
110.500

1.980
2.103
2.103
2.103
2.103

1.9940
2.0210
1.9330
1.9420
1.9340

170.000
174.000
169.250
164.000
163.000

9-18
9-21
9-22
9-23
9-24

Dec 20
Dec 20
Dec 20
Dec 20
Dec 20

17.51
17.67
17.21
17.34
17.21

14.67
14.85
14.80
14.63
14.47

33.625
33.625
33.775
33.825
35.000

112.250
112.500
113.500
113.150
112.000

1.897
1.913
1.913
1.913
1.913

1.8620
1.8820
1.8330
1.8450
1.8340

170.500
173.050
172.000
167.025
165.000

9-18
9-21
9-22
9-23
9-24

Jan 21
Jan 21
Jan 21
Jan 21
Jan 21

16.84
16.87
16.67
16.76
16.60

14.90
15.01
15.01
14.78
14.75

34.500
34.500
34.500
34.500
35.500

114.000
114.500
115.050
114.500
113.775

1.826
1.834
1.834
1.834
1.834

1.7810
1.7960
1.7700
1.7820
1.7700

171.000
173.000
173.000
168.875
167.000

9-18
9-21
9-22
9-23
9-24

Feb 21
Feb 21
Feb 21
Feb 21
Feb 21

16.50
16.50
16.49
16.51
16.44

15.00
15.05
15.08
15.02
14.96

34.375
34.375
34.425
34.525
35.525

115.500
115.275
115.775
115.500
114.500

1.796
1.799
1.799
1.799
1.799

1.7450
1.7540
1.7450
1.7550
1.7500

174.625
175.075
175.075
174.125
170.000

9-18
9-21
9-22
9-23
9-24

Mar 21
Mar 21
Mar 21
Mar 21
Mar 21

16.47
16.49
16.49
16.50
16.48

15.31
15.41
15.41
15.36
15.24

34.525
34.525
34.975
35.000
35.525

116.525
116.075
117.000
116.500
115.800

1.795
1.795
1.795
1.795
1.795

1.7480
1.7480
1.7400
1.7500
1.7450

179.775
181.300
181.300
177.000
177.000

9-18
9-21
9-22
9-23
9-24

Apr 21
Apr 21
Apr 21
Apr 21
Apr 21

16.39
16.40
16.38
16.40
16.40

15.48
15.63
15.63
15.52
15.44

35.750
35.750
35.775
35.775
35.775

117.775
117.000
117.750
117.725
117.000

1.780
1.780
1.781
1.781
1.781

1.7440
1.7430
1.7400
1.7450
1.7450

182.000
182.375
182.250
181.000
178.000

9-18
9-21
9-22
9-23
9-24

May 21
May 21
May 21
May 21
May 21

16.49
16.50
16.45
16.46
16.46

15.70
15.75
15.77
15.62
15.62

35.275
35.275
35.900
35.900
35.900

118.500
118.975
119.000
119.000
118.575

1.780
1.780
1.781
1.781
1.781

1.7460
1.7460
1.7400
1.7450
1.7500

183.800
184.150
184.150
180.000
179.100

9-18
9-21
9-22
9-23
9-24

June 21
June 21
June 21
June 21
June 21

16.65
16.65
16.63
16.62
16.62

15.89
15.90
15.93
15.80
15.80

36.050
36.050
36.125
36.125
36.125

119.500
115.625
119.450
119.000
119.000

1.780
1.783
1.783
1.784
1.784

1.7580
1.7580
1.7580
1.7500
1.7530

186.250
186.000
185.950
183.000
183.000

9-18
9-21
9-22
9-23
9-24

July 21
July 21
July 21
July 21
July 21

16.80
16.80
16.80
16.80
16.80

16.16
16.16
16.16
16.06
16.06

35.750
35.750
36.125
36.125
36.125

120.475
119.500
121.000
121.000
120.500

1.789
1.789
1.789
1.789
1.789

1.7720
1.7720
1.7700
1.7730
1.7710

188.750
188.750
188.750
185.475
185.475

21,063

5,832

3,311

7,899

322

24,114

8,990

CHEESE REPORTER SUBSCRIBER SERVICE CARD

Dollars/Pound
0.9990•
Pounds
17,035,082•

Name _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
Title _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
Company _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
Address _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
City/St/Zip _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
E-Mail Phone _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
Name _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

Extra Grade Dry Whey Prices

Average Price
US
Sales Volume
US

Cheese*

If changing subscription, please include your old and new address below

AA Butter

Weighted Price
US
Sales Volume
US

Block
Cheese

12.72
12.75
12.75
12.72
12.72

Interest Sept. 24

CME vs AMS

500-Pound Barrel Cheddar Cheese Prices, Sales & Moisture Contest

2,998,930

NDM

$1.20

Weighted Price
US
1.7170
Adjusted to 38% Moisture
US
1.6324
Sales Volume
US
12,724,212
Weighted Moisture Content
US
34.79

1.4820

Dry
Whey

16.29
16.26
16.27
16.25
16.31

New Subscriber Info

11,579,756

Class
IV

Sept 20
Sept 20
Sept 20
Sept 20
Sept 20

0.9723
20,796,739

0.9488•
28,896,629

Old Subscriber Info

1.9648

Class
III

9-18
9-21
9-22
9-23
9-24

40-Pound Block Cheddar Cheese Prices and Sales

Weighted Price
US
Sales Volume
US

*Cash Settled

$1.60

$1.00

Week Ending

359,838

$2.80
$2.60

September 23, 2020—AMS’ National
Dairy Products Sales Report. Prices
included are provided each week by manufacturers. Prices collected are for the
(wholesale) point of sale for natural, unaged
Cheddar; boxes of butter meeting USDA
standards; Extra Grade edible dry whey;
and Extra Grade and USPH Grade A nonfortified NFDM.

August 31
2020

DAIRY FUTURES PRICES

Title _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
Company _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
Address _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
City/St/Zip _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
E-Mail Phone _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

TYPE OF BUSINESS:
___Cheese Manufacturer
___Cheese Processor
___Cheese Packager
___Cheese Marketer(broker, distributor, retailer
___Other processor (butter, cultured products)
___Whey processor
___Food processing/Foodservice
___Supplier to dairy processor

JOB FUNCTION:
___Company Management
___Plant Management
___Plant Personnel
___Laboratory (QC, R&D, Tech)
___Packaging
___Purchasing
___Warehouse/Distribution
___Sales/Marketing

Circle, copy and FAX to (608) 246-8431 for prompt response
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DAIRY PRODUCT MARKETS
AS REPORTED BY THE US DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE

WHOLESALE CHEESE MARKETS
NATIONAL - SEPT. 18: The record high for the block and barrel price spread remains
at the forefront of conversations. Foodservice sales continue to tick up for cheese makers,
although sales figures are behind previous years’ figures. Cheese inventories are available, but both midwestern and western producers say barrels are becoming more available
weekly. That said, some contacts suggest current inventories are not worrisome.
NORTHEAST - SEPT. 23: Schools

are back in session, although cheese sales into
educational institutions are down compared to recent years. Foodservice sales are slowly
improving, and some market participants are hopeful sales will continue to strengthen.
Shoppers are selecting order online/pick up options in lieu of shopping in stores. Consumer
demands continue to be mixed in the foodservice/retail sectors. Cheese production is steady
to a bit slower, with additional milk loads clearing to Class I currently. Manufacturers’ inventory levels are mixed. Several industry contacts indicate they plan to continue to purchase
cheese loads regularly to fulfill needs through the end of the year.

NATIONAL - CONVENTIONAL DAIRY PRODUCTS
This week, the total number of conventional ads decreased 3 percent, but organic ads
increased 10 percent. Conventional ice cream in 48- to 64-ounce containers lost its spot as
the top advertised dairy item, being surpassed by conventional Greek yogurt in 4- to 6-ounce
containers and conventional 8-ounce cheese shreds. The average price for conventional 48- to
64-ounce ice cream packages was $3.08, up 11 cents from last week.
Ads for conventional 1-pound butter decreased 33 percent, with an average price of $3.26, up
44 cents from last week. The total number of conventional cheese ads increased 22 percent.
The average price for 8-ounce conventional cheese shreds was $2.47, up 1 cent from last
week. The average price for 8-ounce conventional cheese blocks was $2.43, up 13 cents.
The national average advertised price for conventional milk in half-gallons is $0.99, compared
to $3.82 for organic milk half-gallons. This results in an organic premium of $2.83. The total
number of conventional yogurt ads decreased 8 percent and the total number of organic yogurt
ads increased 372 percent.

RETAIL PRICES - CONVENTIONAL DAIRY - SEPTEMBER 25
Commodity

US

NE

SE

MID

SC

SW

NW

Wholesale prices, delivered, dollars per/lb:
Cheddar 40-lb blocks: $2.8050 - $3.0925 Process 5-lb sliced: $1.7175 - $2.1975
Muenster:		
$2.7925 - $3.1425 Swiss Cuts 10-14 lbs: $3.8075 - $4.1300

Butter 1#

3.26

3.15

2.49

3.81

2.99

NA

3.37

Cheese 8 oz block

2.43

2.31

2.61

2.08

2.43

2.34

2.50

Cheese 1# block

3.87

3.22

4.66

NA

4.99

4.41

3.99

MIDWEST AREA - SEPT. 23: Cheese plant managers report running full schedules.

Cheese 2# block

7.50

9.15

7.97

7.58

6.96

NA

6.40

Pizza cheese makers say retail orders are increasing as COVID-19 restrictions have done
little to impede retail and, in some cases, restaurant pizza sales. Milk is plentiful, although
spot milk prices are closer to Class than they were last week. A number of cheese makers report using their own plentiful milk supplies. Barrel supplies have been a little more
available. However, the few loads here and there do not equate to what many contacts are
perplexed by: a $1 chasm between CME block and barrel prices.

Cheese 8 oz shred

2.47

2.50

2.63

2.10

2.28

2.44

2.30

Cheese 1# shred

4.12

4.06

4.66

NA

NA

NA

3.99

Cottage Cheese

1.67

2.43

1.64

.98

.89

1.49

NA

Cream Cheese

1.98

2.31

1.91

1.58

1.96

1.96

2.03

Flavored Milk ½ gallon 2.76
Flavored Milk gallon
NA

NA

NA

2.00

NA

NA

2.97

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

Ice Cream 48-64 oz

3.08

3.01

2.97

3.53

3.06

2.84

2.90

Milk ½ gallon

.99

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

.99

Milk gallon

3.59

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA
1.51

Wholesale prices delivered, dollars per/lb:
Brick 5# Loaf:		
$2.7200 - $3.1450
Monterey Jack 10#:
$2.6950 - $2.9000
Muenster 5#		
$2.7200 - $3.1450
Grade A Swiss 6-9#:
$2.3225 - $2.4400

Cheddar 40# Block:
Mozzarella 5-6#:
Process 5# Loaf:
Blue 5# Loaf:

$2.4425 - $2.8425
$2.5200 - $3.4650
$1.7025 - $2.0625
$2.9875 - $4.0575

Sour Cream 16 oz

1.53

1.76

1.64

1.06

1.27

1.79

WEST - SEPT. 23: Western cheese makers are running their facilities at full capacity.

Yogurt (Greek) 4-6 oz

.93

.92

.97

.89

.91

1.00

.93

While a few contacts suggest manufacturers may not be fortifying the cheese make process
as heavily, others say they could sell more cheese if they had it available. As block prices
have increased on the CME, cheese processors are happy to move any excess cheese to
the national exchange.ndustry contacts say cheese demand has been hard to predict. In
general, retail demand is strong, and foodservice demand is weak. However, contacts report
each market segment will have waves of increased activity as end users try to find the right
inventory balance. In addition, government purchases, cleaning out some stocks of cheese,
have added some supply challenges. Market participants have a wide range of comfort in
working with the government contracts. While most in the industry like to see the increased
demand, the eventual end of the purchases creates some need for caution. Cheese futures
prices are below cash market prices, and end users and manufacturers do not want to be
holding large supplies of cheese if program purchases come to an abrupt conclusion.

Yogurt (Greek) 32 oz

4.37

3.99

4.99

4.69

4.07

NA

3.50

Yogurt 4-6 oz

.49

.53

NA

.29

.33

.49

.50

Yogurt 32 oz

2.75

3.49

NA

1.99

2.83

3.05

2.50

Wholesale prices delivered, dollars per/lb: Cheddar 10# Cuts:
Cheddar 40# Block:
$2.4325 - $2.9225 Monterey Jack 10#:
Process 5# Loaf:		
$1.7200 - $1.9750 Swiss 6-9# Cuts:

$2.6800 - $2.8800
$2.6675 - $2.9425
$2.6150 - $4.0450

FOREIGN -TYPE CHEESE - SEPT. 23: The retail sector increased its intakes for
the season, whereas requests from foodservice remain stable. Export deliveries within and
outside the EU are going on without any issue despite the number of COVID-19 infections
and the difficult exchange rate situation. With the pandemic, there are uncertainties regarding
how future demands will evolve during the upcoming winter.
Selling prices, delivered, dollars per/lb:		Imported
Blue:			 $2.6400 - 5.2300
Gorgonzola: 		 $3.6900 - 5.7400
Parmesan (Italy):		 0
Romano (Cows Milk):		 0
Sardo Romano (Argentine):		 $2.8500 - 4.7800
Reggianito (Argentine):		 $3.2900 - 4.7800
Jarlsberg (Brand):		 $2.9500 - 6.4500
Swiss Cuts Switzerland:		 0
Swiss Cuts Finnish:		 $2.6700- 2.9300

Domestic
$2.8650 - 4.3525
$3.3725 - 4.0900
$4.2525 - 6.3425
$4.0550 - 6.2100
0
0
0
$3.8450 - 4.1675
0

WHOLESALE BUTTER MARKETS - SEPTEMBER 23
WEST:

Butter production remains active
as processors prepare to cover demands
for the baking season and year-end festivities. Despite the increase in cream availability, some contacts report being able to
sell all their cream. As the result, they are
not churning butter. Although butter stocks
are heavy, industry players are not too concerned with their holdings. A few processors say their stocks have been dropping in
recent days. Bulk butter inventories surpass
print butter inventories. Butter demands are
stable for the retail and foodservice sectors.
However, the pandemic, social unrest and
the wildfires in some parts of the West are
all creating more market uncertainties, as
well as affecting consumers’ buying habits.

CENTRAL:

Butter markets were showing signs of strength until Wednesday, when
the CME price dropped by a dime. The
NASS Cold Storage report did little to help
butter market sentiment. Monthly inventories remained the same, but the 22 percent
increase from last August could present some

hurdles for butter actors in the region. Reports
are similar from producers in the region. They
say retail demand has increased ahead of
the busy fall season, and foodservice has
continued its slog higher, but still lacks when
compared to previous years. Bulk butter is
and has been widely available.

NORTHEAST: Butter demand in the East
is growing and there is no lag in production
as a few butter processors continue to churn
at a high rate. Orders are being filled from a
mix of new production and steady pulls from
stored bulk inventory. Inventories are plentiful and the seasonal surge in milk production
may add to available supplies, as the recent
Cold Storage signals that butter stocks
are up 22 percent year-over-year. To the
delight of butter makers, marked demand
lightens inventories and provides a boost to
the wholesale cash price as markets move
higher. Even so, the unpredictability in butter markets tests manufacturers’ capacity to
forecast holiday needs and year-end butter
volumes.

US: National
Northeast (NE): CT, DE, MA, MD, ME, NH, NJ, NY, PA, RI, VT;
Southeast (SE): AL, FL, GA, MD, NC, SC, TN, VA, WV; Midwest (MID): IA, IL, IN,
KY, MI, MN, ND, NE, OH, SD, WI; South Central (SC): AK, CO, KS, LA, MO, NM,
OK, TX; Southwest (SW): AZ, CA, NV, UT; Northwest (NW): ID, MT, OR, WA, WY

ORGANIC DAIRY - RETAIL OVERVIEW
National Weighted Retail Avg Price:		 Yogurt 4-6 oz:
Butter 1 lb:
$5.79
Greek Yogurt 32 oz:
Cheese 8 oz shred:
NA
Milk ½ gallon:
Cheese 8 oz block:
$3.99
Milk gallon:
Cream Cheese 8 oz:
$2.13
Flavored Milk ½ gallon:
Cottage Cheese 16 oz:
$3.99
Milk UHT 8 oz:
Yogurt 32 oz:
$3.49
Ice Cream 48-64 oz:

$0.69
NA
$3.82
$5.49
NA
NA
NA

NDM PRODUCTS - SEPTEMBER 24
NDM - CENTRAL: Low/medium heat
NDM prices firmed in all facets. As is historically the case, Mexican spot interest
has increased and given the overall market tone a shot in the arm. Domestic buyers are looking to fulfill end-of-year needs,
as well. Production rates have declined
slightly, with dryer time being dedicated
to buttermilk and whole milk production
for seasonal demand. Condensed skim is
reportedly in balance. NDM market tones
are much firmer; however, contacts question the longevity of the current bullish run.
NDM - WEST: Western low/medium
heat NDM prices have increased on the
range and on the mostly series. Some
sellers report receiving more than usual
inquiries from Southeast Asia and Mexico. According to them, this is because
US low/medium heat NDM is currently
among the least expensive in the global
market. Domestic sales are unchanged
from a week ago. Low/medium heat NDM
stocks are adequate to limited. There have
been reports of younger inventories compared to the past months. Low/medium
heat NDM production is active. Overall, the
market undertone is strengthening.

NDM - EAST: The NDM market is
strengthening without much price resistance as buyers meet their short-term
buying objectives. The improvement in
demand from exporters, especially Mexico,
helps to drive the strength. Buyers show a
willingness to pay more for the immediate
delivery of preferred NDM powder. Other
buyers are purchasing hand-to-mouth.
Some NDM operations still maintain the
sold-out status from the initial impact of
COVID-19 on supplies. Meanwhile, lower
milk supplies for some plants are allowing
more time for high heat NDM production.
LACTOSE: The current market tone for
lactose is more unsettled compared to
several months ago. Some manufacturers report being highly committed through
the end of the year, but contacts say offers
have become more available. Lactose production is steady to higher. Lactose sellers
report some customers are eager to get
Q4 coverage and willing to take immediate shipments. Meanwhile, other buyers
are reexamining contract offers that have
not been finalized. Some buyers suggest
they have an oversupply of lactose from
Q2 and Q3 purchases.

WEEKLY COLD STORAGE HOLDINGS
SELECTED STORAGE CENTERS IN 1,000 POUNDS - INCLUDING GOVERNMENT
DATE

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

09/21/20
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
09/01/20
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Change
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Percent Change. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

BUTTER
71,710
76,114
-4,404
-6

CHEESE
79,031
81,072
-2,041
-3
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USDA Seeks Up To
56.6 Million Pounds
Of Natural American
Cheese For Delivery
During 2021

CME CASH PRICES - SEPTEMBER 21 - 25, 2020
Visit www.cheesereporter.com for daily prices
500-LB
CHEDDAR

40-LB
CHEDDAR

MONDAY
September 21

$1.6350
(NC)

$2.6475
(+2)

TUESDAY
September 22

$1.6350
(NC)

WEDNESDAY
September 23

AA
BUTTER

GRADE A
NFDM

DRY
WHEY

$1.6125
(+1½)

$1.0800
(+1)

$0.3625
(+¾)

$2.6000
(-4¾)

$1.6200
(+¾)

$1.0725
(-¾)

$0.3700
(+¾)

$1.6300
(-½)

$2.5400
(-6)

$1.5200
(-10)

$1.0850
(+1¼)

$0.3850
(+1½)

THURSDAY
September 24

$1.6325
(+¼)

$2.5400
(NC)

$1.5025
(-1¾)

$1.0800
(-½)

$0.3850
(NC)

FRIDAY
September 25

$1.6600
(+2¾)

$2.5550
(+1½)

$1.5025
(NC)

$1.1000
(+2)

$0.3775
(-¾)

Week’s AVG
Change

$1.6385
(+0.0225)

$2.5765
(+0.2195)

$1.5515
(+0.0250)

$1.0835
(+0.0240)

$0.3760
(+0.0270)

Last Week’s
AVG

$1.6160

$2.3570

$1.5265

$1.0595

$0.3490

2019 AVG
Same Week

$1.7870

$2.1240

$2.1370

$1.0720

$0.3975

MARKET OPINION - CHEESE REPORTER
Cheese Comment: No blocks were sold Monday; the price increased on an unfilled
bid for 1 car at $2.6475. Two cars of blocks were sold tuesday, the last at $2.6000,
which lowered the price. One car of blocks was sold Wednesday at $2.5400, which
dropped the price. There was no block market activity at all on Thursday. Two cars of
blocks were sold Friday, the last at $2.5550, which raised the price. The barrel price
declined Wednesday on an uncovered offer at $1.6300, rose Thursday on a sale at
$1.6325, and increased Friday on an unfilled bid at $1.6600.
Butter Comment: The price increased Monday on an unfilled bid at $1.6125, rose
Tuesday on a sale at $1.6200, dropped Wednesday on a sale at $1.5200, and
declined Thursday on a sale at $1.5025.
Nonfat Dry Milk Comment: The price rose Monday on a sale at $1.0800, fell Tuesday on a sale at $1.0725, increased Wednesday on a sale at $1.0850, declined
Thursday on a sale at $1.0800, then increased Friday on a sale at $1.1000.
Dry Whey Comment: The price increased Monday on an unfilled bid at 36.25 cents,
rose Tuesday on a sale at 37.0 cents, increased Wednesday on a sale at 38.50
cents, then fell Friday on a sale at 37.75 cents.

WHEY MARKETS - SEPTEMBER 21 - 25, 2020

Washington—The US Department of Agriculture (USDA)
on Thursday issued a solicitation
seeking a maximum of 56,632,800
pounds of natural American cheese
for delivery during 2021.
Estimated maximum quantities
being sought by USDA are as follows:
Natural American cheese in
500-pound barrels: 44,880,000
pounds, with a low of 571,200
pounds in May and a high of
6,487,200 pounds in August.
Cheddar shreds, 6/5-pound
bags (generic): 4,224,000 pounds,
with a low of 76,800 pounds in
April, May and June and a high of
883,200 pounds in August.
Cheddar, reduced fat shreds,
6/5-pound bags (generic):
5,529,600 pounds, with a low of
76,800 pounds in May and a high
of 883,200 pounds in July.
Cheddar, 40-pound blocks
(generic): 1,999,200 pounds, with
a low of 81,600 pounds in November and December and a high of
367,200 pounds in October.
Offers should be submitted as
a differential price per pound to
the CME Group barrel cheese cash

market price for the barrel cheese
and the CME 40-pound Cheddar
block cash market price for the
other natural American cheeses.
The contract price for a delivery month will be the total of the
accepted differential price, plus the
previous month’s average (defined
as a simple average of all the closing prices for barrel cheese or block
cheese during the month of the
CME cash trading) of the CME
cash barrel or 40-pound block
cheese trading.
The natural American cheese
being procured under this solicitation is currently for the following
programs: National School Lunch
Program, Child and Adult Care
Feeding Programs, Summer Food
Service Program, Food Distribution Program on Indian Reservations, Commodity Supplemental
Food Program, and The Emergency
Food Assistance Program.
Offers are due on Thursday, Oct.
8, at 1:00 p.m. Central time. For
more information, contact Jenny
Babiuch, at (816) 823-1145; email
jenny.babiuch@usda.gov.
Last October, USDA awarded
contracts for a total of 76,086,400
pounds of natural American cheese
for delivery during 2020, including 61,652,800 pounds of 500pound barrels, 2,529,600 pounds
of 40-pound blocks, 6,758,400
pounds of reduced fat Cheddar
shreds, and 5,145,600 pounds of
Cheddar shreds.

RELEASE DATE - SEPTEMBER 24, 2020
Animal Feed Whey—Central: Milk Replacer:

.2700 (NC) – .3000 (-1)

Buttermilk Powder:
Central & East:
.9100 (-1) – 1.0250 (-½)
Mostly:
.9000 (-2) – .9800 (NC)

West: .8500 (NC) – 1.0200 (-1)

Casein: Rennet:

Acid: 3.6000 (-5) – 3.8000 (NC)

3.4700 (NC) – 3.5525 (NC)

Dry Whey—Central (Edible):
Nonhygroscopic:
.2800 (+½) – .3550 (+½)

Mostly: .3000 (+1) – .3400 (+2½)

Dry Whey–West (Edible):
Nonhygroscopic:
.2925 (+¼) – .3800 (-1)

Mostly: .3200 (NC) – .3600 (NC)

Dry Whey—NorthEast: .3000 (NC) – .3525 (+1)
Lactose—Central and West:
Edible:
.3900 (-1) – .6400 (+1)

Mostly: .4600 (NC) – .5500(NC)

Nonfat Dry Milk —Central & East:
Low/Medium Heat: 1.0200 (+3) – 1.1000 (+2)
High Heat:
1.1300 (+4) – 1.2000 (+3½)

Mostly: 1.0300 (+2) – 1.0600 (+1)

Nonfat Dry Milk —Western:
Low/Medium Heat: .9975 (+¾) – 1.1275 (+2¾)
High Heat:
1.1000 (NC) – 1.2575 (+3)

Mostly: 1.0300 (+1) – 1.0800 (+2)

Whey Protein Concentrate—Central and West:
Edible 34% Protein: .7100 (NC) – 1.0250 (NC)

Mostly: .7500 (NC) – .9450 (NC)

Whole Milk—National: 1.6500 (NC) – 1.7500 (NC)
Visit www.cheesereporter.com for historical
dairy, cheese, butter, and whey prices

HISTORICAL MONTHLY AVG BUTTER PRICES
‘08
‘09
‘10
‘11
‘12
‘13
‘14
‘15
‘16
‘17
‘18
‘19
‘20

Jan

Feb

Mar

Apr

May

Jun

Jul

Aug

Sep

Oct

Nov

1.2246
1.1096
1.3950
2.0345
1.5077
1.4933
1.7756
1.5714
2.1214
2.2393
2.1587
2.2481
1.8813

1.2088
1.1097
1.3560
2.0622
1.4273
1.5713
1.8047
1.7293
2.0840
2.1534
2.1211
2.2659
1.7913

1.3454
1.1770
1.4641
2.0863
1.4895
1.6241
1.9145
1.7166
1.9605
2.1392
2.2011
2.2773
1.7235

1.3905
1.2050
1.5460
1.9970
1.4136
1.7197
1.9357
1.7937
2.0563
2.0992
2.3145
2.2635
1.1999

1.4750
1.2526
1.5896
2.0724
1.3531
1.5997
2.1713
1.9309
2.0554
2.2684
2.3751
2.3366
1.4710

1.5001
1.2235
1.6380
2.1077
1.4774
1.5105
2.2630
1.9065
2.2640
2.5688
2.3270
2.3884
1.8291

1.5385
1.2349
1.7787
2.0443
1.5831
1.4751
2.4624
1.9056
2.2731
2.6195
2.2361
2.3897
1.6925

1.6279
1.2000
1.9900
2.0882
1.7687
1.4013
2.5913
2.1542
2.1776
2.6473
2.3009
2.2942
1.5038

1.6973
1.2199
2.2262
1.8724
1.8803
1.5233
2.9740
2.6690
1.9950
2.4370
2.2545
2.1690

1.7320
1.2830
2.1895
1.8295
1.9086
1.5267
2.3184
2.4757
1.8239
2.3293
2.2600
2.1071

1.6165
1.5008
1.9295
1.7356
1.7910
1.6126
1.9968
2.8779
1.9899
2.2244
2.2480
2.0495

Dec
1.2007
1.3968
1.6327
1.6119
1.4848
1.5963
1.7633
2.3318
2.1763
2.2078
2.2071
1.9736

For more information, visit www.FlairPackaging.com

